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‘We will pass
^

^

— George W. Bush
Sept. 11,2001

■ Grand VaUey marks

anniversary oftragedy
with candleligfjt vigil
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Courtesy of Doris Friedman

Two years ago today, Grand
Valley State University and the rest
of the United States witnessed one of
the most tragic and shocking events
that any student, faculty member or
staff member had ever experienced
in their lives.
Some members of the GVSU
community were affected more than
others, but it is a near-certainty that
the terrorist attacks that took place
on Sept. 11, 2001 had an impact on
us all.
“I think the students at the uni
versity over the past two years have
done something that really defines

the university,” Rachael Voorhees,
the Student Senate president said.
“We came together as a community
and didn’t divide or argue, and with
all of our different views, we really
united. The year it happened we
came together seeking information
and tried to avoid pointing fingers.
We all had the mindset of ‘give us
more information, help us under
stand what is going on.'
“Last year we came together as a
community on Sept. 11 to remember
what happened to those that were
lost. We realized that we as a campus
community were part of a bigger pic
ture.”
Another campus department has
grown and developed part of their
operation in response to the need
demonstrated by Sept. 11. The
GVSU counseling center worked on
its mental health crisis team in the
months following the tragedy to
ensure that in the event that another
situation like the one two years ago
were to arise, they would be ready

for the needs of the students.
“We really emphasized the con
tinuing development of the mental
health crisis team,” said Eric
Klingensmith, post-doctoral resident
at the counseling center. “We had a
crisis plan in place but, after 9/11, we
just went through and formalized it.”
The team now has 27 people on
it, including counseling staff, stu
dents, faculty and administrators, all
of whom have gone through crisis
training.
Klingensmith encourages any
member of the campus community
who wants to talk about anything to
come into the counseling center. The
Allendale Campus office is open
Monday through Thursday from 8
a.m. until 6 p.m. and on Friday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The office is located
in 204 STU.
In remembrance, GVSU is hav
ing a peace rally today at 12:05 p.m.
at the clock tower and a candlelight
vigil at 9:20 p.m., also at the clock
tower.

Reorganization model brings up unanswered questions
Marisa Kwiatkowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Provost Gayle Davis could only
describe the proposed reorganization
model of the Student and Academic
Affairs division as “the most compli
cated jigsaw puzzle you’ve ever
worked.”
The first Faculty Forum, held Sept.
5 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., left most fac
ulty members with a lot more ques
tions than answers.
Most concerns centered around the
proposed College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, which would be the largest
college or division that GVSU has ever
had —combining the Science and
Mathematics, Art and Humanities and
Social Sciences divisions.
It also removes most professional
programs and adds the Honors
College, general education program.
Writing Center and Supplemental
Writing Skills. The college would also
create a School of Arts, which would

have the art and design, music and
dance majors. The School of
Communications will be housed with
in the college as well.
“This is a big unit of people,”
Davis said, “and we need to figure out
how the people will not get lost and
how to keep it from taking over. This is
unprecedented here, but it is a conven
tional model for many other universi
ties of this size.”
Nancy Mack, a professor in the
mathematics department, said she was
concerned about the size of the pro
posed college because it could over
shadow the other, smaller colleges.
“The largest number of faculty will
be in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences,” she said. “I’d like to see
how effective it will be to govern. My
concern is the imbalance concerning
the number of people in this unit.”
Paul Leidig. professor in computer
science and information systems, said
he is also worried about the size of the
college because there is only one dean
representing so many people.

“If you dilute it to one person on
the table, the other deans could be
overshadowed by this uberdean,” he
said. “We’ll have one dean who is rep
resenting so much of the university.”
On a smaller scale, sociology pro
fessor Mary deYoung said she is wor
ried the lower levels of structure may
experience some problems that need to
be worked out.
“How will we connect the process
together?” she asked. “I do not know
how the person will work with the cur
riculum and how all our work will be
protected.”
Davis said the majority of the of
changes will not be happening at the
department level so much of that
process would stay the same. She said
she is working with the University
Curriculum Committee clearing up
some other blank areas in the proposed
model.
“The scope of our programs has got
ten wider,” Davis said. “There have
been accreditation issues. I don’t see the
interconnection in our programs that we
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The start of the academic year has
come and more students than ever in
recent history are doing some extra math
to find out how to afford the fine for a
minor in possession citation.
During the first two weeks of classes
31 MIPs were given. That is double the
amount issued during the same two-week
block of time last year. 2(H) 1 saw even
fewer, with only seven issued in the first
two weeks of classes.
“I don’t think that underage drinking
is more of a problem this year," Student
Senate President Rachael Voorhees said.
“I think that enforcement has changed
which is why I think we’re seeing an
increase in the number of MIPs, not
because more students are drinking."
Although the number of MIPs has
increased dramatically, Barbara Bergers,
Allendale director of public safety said that
enforcement has not increased.
“Nothing has been beefed up this
year,” Bergers said. “We have not
changed anything in the way we operate.
I think the increase is related to the earli
er move in... and the large number of
events that were organized for the student
body. We did have extra staff working
through the first weekend and that would
account for some of the increase.”
Although the Department of Public
Safety has not changed from an opera
tional standpoint, Sgt. Brandon DcHaan
from Allendale DPS said he has noticed
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the increase in citations, but said it is too
early to tell if there is a trend developing.
As the school year continues, many tra
ditional high-enforcement dates are quickly
approaching and DeHaan said there is
money left over from last year's underage
alcohol enforcement grant, commonly
known as the “Party Patrol,” for additional
officers to patrol on nights where underage
drinking may be a problem.
“If there is an event or a belief that
officers may encounter underage parties
or places where minors may be drinking
alcohol, then it is entirely possible that the
grant may be enacted and we will have
officers respond,” DeHaan said. “As far
as if you will see a response team this
year, yes, I suspect that we will.”
DeHaan said that traditionally the first
football game and homecoming weekend
are events where DPS have encountered a
larger number of underage drinkers. He
also encouraged students to make wise
decisions regarding alcohol consumption
anytime and to avoid alcohol if a student
is under 21 years of age.
GVSU has a zero-tolerance policy for
underage drinking that is outlined in the
GVSU student code.
“We are always concerned when we
have individuals who are consuming
alcohol who are under 21 and it is our
mission to provide a safe and secure envi
ronment for our students to live, work and
learn in here at Grand Valley," DeHaan
said. “I think what you will find is that
our officers will be consistent in the
enforcement of the laws."

News
GVSU authorizes 30 of
the 200 charter schools
in Michigan. The is the
second-largest amount
under one authorizes
the largest is CMU.
w

.................

MIP
VIOLATIONS
The number of minor
in possession charges
made by police during
the first two weeks of
classes doubled or more
each year since 2001.

Faculty Forum
When: Friday, Sept. 19 — 1 to 3 pm.
Where: Grand River Room, Kirkhof Center,
Allendale campus
thought we would see when it was
smaller. I think this model would better
serve the needs of our community.”
The faculty also shared some other
concerns with the reorganization task
force members.
Some faculty members in the
health professions showed concern
with the proposed health vice provost
position, which would be in charge of
the Kirkhof College of Nursing and the
College of Health Professions.
“I am afraid that this unifying voice

■ Some incoming

freshmen were unaMe to
secure housing on campus
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

2001

2003
31 MIPs

Source: Police reports
from 2001 to 2003.
GVL graphic / Ann Pearson
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|the vice provost's voice] could be a
third voice,” said Sharon Leder, a pro
fessor in the School of Nursing.
“Nursing is in a unique position and I
am concerned that sometimes in a role
of this position, it could not be unified.”
Jane Toot, director of the School of
Health Professions, said she thinks the
vice provost could help the nursing
program as well as the health profes
sions programs.
PLEASE SEE QUESTIONS, A8

Welcome to college,
you don’t have a home

MIP citations double
Nate Hoekstra

.............. .........

Some Grand Valley State University
freshmen may have been surprised this
year when they learned they didn’t have
on-campus housing.
Andy Beachnau. director of housing
said that there are a few reasons that some
freshmen didn’t have housing such as the
notoriety gained by winning a national
championship in football, the influx of
students from outside of West Michigan
and simply the overwhelming amount of
freshmen this year.
“About 80 percent of the freshmen
class will reside on campus,” Beachnau
said. “Class size is about 3,200 or approx
imately 2,560 residents.”
In order to accommodate as many
freshmen as possible Beachnau said that
freshmen were placed in “over-assign
ment areas,” which are usually the
lounges inside of traditional living centers
such as Kistler, Copeland and Robinson.
Freshmen were also moved into different
apartments around campus that are typi

cally reserved for upperclassmen.
Beachnau said that he considers this
a good problem to have. He also said that
the university is currently finding a solu
tion.
“We are building 460 new beds on
south campus for fall ’04," he said.
The new buildings —which are being
constructed near the water tower on 42nd
Avenue —will be able to house freshmen,
he said.
Another problem some freshmen
encounter not living on campus is being
detached from student life.
Bob Stoll, director of Student Life
said that, for freshmen, living on campus
can be an important part of how much
they become involved with campus
events and overall student life.
“It is really paramount for a student's
personal development,” Stoll said.
“Living in an environment where a com
munity does programs and attends pro
grams and creates their own community
sense of events and activities."
Although it may be tougher for a
freshman to become involved with
Student Life, Stoll said that it is definite
ly still possible.
“All of the activities and all of the pro
grams are designed to encourage all stu
dents to participate no matter what year
they are,” he said.

Laker Life

Laker Life

Some GVSU professors
received money for
reviewing textbooks.
They sometimes
required those books in
their classes.

GVSU students came
together at the first
Laker Late Night. The
event, held every week
end, includes food,
dancing and games.
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Need for ASL classes assessed
.

Amanda Joy Colley
Grand Valley Lan thorn
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According to the National
Association of the Deaf,
250,(XX) to 5(X),(XX) people in the
United States and Canada use
American
Sign
Language
(ASL). In a survey conducted
Sept. 11 through Sept. 18, the
Grand Valley State University
Student Senate will be assessing
the need for ASL courses at
GVSU.
By logging on to
Blackboard, all students will be
able to take part in this fourquestion survey.
"There are only three inter
preter training programs in the
state of Michigan, the closest
being at Lansing Community
College,” said Lois Van
Broekhoven, interpreter referral
specialist for Deaf, etc.

Colleges and universities all
over the country offer ASL
classes, with some even offering
a four-year bachelor’s degree
program
in
ASL.
Van
Broekhoven believes ASL
courses at GVSU would be
highly beneficial, if done cor
rectly.
“I would be very much in
support, depending on the qual
ity of the instructors hired to
teach the classes,” she said. "I
would want to see GVSU hire
only instructors 1 preferably |
who are ASLTA [American Sign
Language Teachers Association!
certified to ensure the high
quality of instruction."
Depending on the results of
the survey, organizers hope to
have classes beginning as soon
as next semester.
"At least two classes by next
semester is what I'm hoping

for,” said Latoya Gates, front
runner for the survey. "There are
plenty of resources to get teach
ers.”
Gates, an education major,
began her interest in ASL cours
es through friends studying spe
cial education. "1 didn't under
stand how they [special ed.
majors] could do an emphasis in
hearing but didn't have to take
any sign language classes,”
Gates said.
If ASL courses are imple
mented, all students would be
able to take part in them. This
could be advantageous for stu
dents with hearing impaired
family and friends, as well as
special education majors.
“There is a need for profes
sionals in a wide range of
careers to be able to communi
PLEASE SEE ASL, A8

Spacious*
Private,
Comfortable,
Starting at $225 per Person
(based on 4 Person Occupancy)

Walk-Out Patio
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Police Beat
Allendale Campus Activities
men

9/01/03
546-03: Harassing communica
tions, Kirkpatrick Living Center.
Victim reported disturbing comput
er and phone communications.
Report currently under investiga
tion. Open.
9/02/03
547-03: Minor in possession,
Stafford Living Center. One cited,
subject is a student. Closed.
548-03: Malicious destruction of
property. Lot D. Victim reported
damage done to personal property.
Report taken for insurance purposes.
Report currently under investigation.
Open.
9/03/03
549-03: Impounded vehicle, Lot
H. Vehicle had been abandoned for
months. Vehicle towed by John’s
Towing. Closed.
550-03: Threatening communica
tions, Copeland Living Center.
Victim reported threatening commu
nications. Report currently under
investigation. Open.

9/05/03
558-03: Minor in possession,
Country Place Apartments. One
cited, subject is not a student.
Closed.
559-03: Traffic Accident, W.
Campus Dr./Laker Dr. Report taken
for insurance purposes. Closed.
560-03: Medical, Lake Superior
Hall. Subject experienced upset
stomach, lightheadedness and diffi
culty breathing due to unknown
cause. Allendale Fire and Rescue
assisted at the scene. A Public Safety
Officer transported subject to the
campus health center. Subject is a
student. Closed.
561-03: Harassing communica
tions, DeVos Living Center. Victim
reported disturbing telephone com
munications. Report is currently
under investigation. Open.
" 562-03: Minor in possession,
Laker Village Apartments. One cited,
subject is a student. Closed.

9/06/03
563-03: Minor in possession, Lot
D. Two cited, neither subject is a stu
dent. Closed.
564-03: Minor in possession. Lot
9/04/03
D/N. Campus Dr. One cited, subject
553-03: Larceny, Laker Village
is a student. Closed.
Apartments. Victim reported stolen
565-03: Possession of marijuana,
personal property. Report currently
42nd Ave./Pierce St. One cited,
under investigation. Open.
Warrant requested, subject is not a
554-03: Operating Motor Vehicle
student. Closed.
without insurance, driving with
566-05: Minor in possession.
license suspended 2nd, N. Campus
42nd Ave./Pierce St. One cited, sub
Dr./Service Dr. One cited, warrant
ject is not a student. Closed.
requested, subject is not a student.
567-03: Traffic accident. Grand
Closed.
Valley Apartments. Report taken for
555-03: Warrant arrest, Driving
insurance purposes. Closed.
with license suspended, N. Campus
570-03: Medical, West A Living
Dr./Lake Michigan Dr. One cited,
Center. Subject overdosed on alco
subject is not a student. Closed.
hol. Allendale Fire and Rescue and
556-03: CCH, for employment.
Life EMS assisted at the scene.
557-03: Possession of marijuana,—
$ufcjeqj|*ransported via Life
idVIfli GVSU campus. Report is ^utfcfttfy 1 ‘
Spectrum
Downtown.
Subject<?teis a
.
4<ni'ijnn .. i>< •
under investigation. Open.
student. Closed.
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gvldigest
Campus
from press reports

Nr serins ta premiers
with Kingston Trio
The Grand Rapids Symphony

■ Vertical licenses
designed to help curb
creation and use offake
IDs among minors
James Martin

Series with legendary folk

Grand Valley Lanthorn

group The Kingston Trio on
Performance Hall.
Tickets for Friday and
Saturday performances range
from $26 to $54 and Sunday’s
tickets are from $24 to $52.
Tickets can be purchased by

Thursday, September 11, 200j

State issues new drivers licenses to minors

will open its 2003-2004 Pop

Sept. 19 through 21 at DeVos

GRAND VMUY LANTHORN

On July 1, 2003 the state of
Michigan kicked off its new
“We Check to Protect” cam
paign with emphasis on a new
law targeting teenagers. The
campaign is lead by Secretary of
State Terri Lynn Land and is
supported by corporations
throughout the state.

The new law requires drivers
under the age of 21 to use a new
vertical driver license. The verti
cal license is designed to remind
store clerks, parents and law
enforcement officials to check
identification more often, and
will provide an easier method to
determine if someone is old
enough to purchase alcoholic
beverages.
The new format will also list
the date that the holder turns 18
and 21 in large red letters. The
previous horizontal licenses
only indicated if the holder was
under 21 or not.
“This law will literally have
a sobering effect,” Land said. “It
gives front-line retailers and
law-enforcement officers an

instant visual cue so that they
can correctly identify a licenseholder’s age. It also gives par
ents peace of mind knowing that
their children carry licenses
designed to ensure their well
being.”
Teenagers who still have the
old horizontal style do not have
to get a new card under the law,
but they do have the option of
exchanging their old card for the
new style free of charge until
Oct. I. The new cards will also
be issued as renewals or replace
ments.
Hopefully, the new style will
show its benefits here at Grand
Valley State University as well.
“It’s too easy to get away with
things with the old licenses,”

said Nichole Gaymer, a sopho
more at GVSU. “Maybe this will
actually cut down on the number
of teenagers driving under the
influence or getting a hold of
alcohol."
Other security features are
exclusive to the new format as
well. Some of these features
include a ghost-image under
neath the date of birth area, and
a tamper-proof design to help
thwart fraud.
The law was created by State
Sen. Shirley Johnson, R-Royal
Oak and former state Sen. Loren
Bennett.
Thirteen other states already
use the vertical driver’s licenses
and they all report a decline in
the sale of alcohol to minors.
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phone through TicketMaster,
online at
www.ticketmaster.com or in
person at the Symphony office
or any TicketMaster outlet.
For more information go to
www.grsymphony.org.

Anittlons lor The
Marriage el True Minds'
Auditions will be held for
“The Marriage of True Minds,”
one-act plays inspired by

Charter
school
numbers
increase

Top 10 Charter School
Authorizers
Cheboygan-Ostego 57
GVSU 30
Saginaw Valley Univ. 18
Ferris State Univ. 16
Bay Mills CC 10
Eastern Mich. Univ. 8
St. Clair 8
Wayne RES A 8
Detroit Public Schools 7
Oakland Univ. 7

Shakespeare’s sonnets, on
Friday, Sept. 12, from 7 p.m. to

Katy Boss

10 p.m. and Saturday, Sept. 13,

Grand Valley Lanthorn

from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in room
1506 in the Performing Arts
Center on GVSU’s Allendale
campus.
Performances are Oct. 30
through Nov. 2. For more
information contact Director
Trinity Bird at
birdt@student.gvsu.edu.

Become a dancing
machine
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Housing
and Wellness and Recreation
Services is presenting a hip-hop
dance clinic in Kirkhof’s Grand
River Room on Sept. 12 from 9
p.m. to 10 p.m. There will then be
a dance from 10 p.m. to midnight.
For more information contact the
Wellness and Recreation Services
Office at 331-2600.

Haw a sip oi culture at
cultural cafe
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs, Office of Student Life,

Over the past 10 years the
number of charter schools in
Michigan has risen steadily, to
about 200 schools, but now that
growth has hit a ceiling.
Universities have authorized
150 schools, the maximum num
ber allowed in Michigan and
cannot open any more.
Last summer Gov. Jennifer
Granholm rejected two bills that
would have removed the cap on
university-supervised charter
schools. Granholm spokesper
sons have said the governor is
open to the idea of more charter
schools, but so far none of the
bills presented have required
“enough accountability” in the
schools. Granholm recently said
she is ready to veto another char
ter school bill due to cross her
desk soon, for the same reasons.
Charter schools are a politi
cally loaded topic in education.
Most teacher’s unions are
against them, yet many charter
schools are started and organ
ized by former public school
teachers, principals, and super
intendents.
Charter schools are inde
pendently run and compete with
traditional public schools for
students and state funding. They
are free and are required to have
nondiscriminatory enrollment
policies.
The bills Granholm recently

defeated had proposed revisions
on two sections of the current
charter school law: 6a and 6c.
The bill to revise section 6a
would have allowed about 17
more charter schools to open
annually, over a period of 10
years. A revision to section 6c
would have allowed a philan
thropist to help start up several
charter schools in Detroit.
Grand
Valley
State
University is the second largest
authorizer of charter schools in
Michigan.
GVSU has 30
schools under its supervision,
second only to Central Michigan
University, which has 57. But
now that the state has reached
the cap on the number universi
ty-authorized schools, GVSU
cannot open any more.
This is unfortunate, said Ed
Richardson of the GVSU charter
school department.
“I am disappointed that [the
bills] didn't get passed.” he said.
“I think that it's good for choice
and competition to be offered in
schools.”
Richardson said there are
lots of misconceptions among
the public regarding charter
schools. For instance, many
people think of charter schools
as private schools Richardson
said, which is not true.
Charter schools “deliver a
free education to all kids,” and
can be thought of as “the other
white meat” for education.
"This is the other public
school,” he said. “It's still pub

lic, just a different kind.”
Charter schools differ in the
way they are run. Parents do not
elect school board members
because charters are independ
ently operated. Instead, the uni
versity, college or public school
system authorizing the charter
approves of a board to control
the school.
From then on,
Richardson said, the authorizing
board has no say in what goes on
in the classes.
“So we approve or disap
prove the board members,”
Richardson said. “Once they
become board members, though,
they run the school, not us.”
Though this might seem to
cut parents out of the loop in
educational
decisions,
Richardson said it is the other
way around. Parents are free to
pull and enroll their kids as they
choose and if the charter is fail
ing. they’ll leave.
Sometimes a charter will
hire a company to run the school
after it has obtained authoriza
tion. Half of the charter schools
under GVSU are run by
National Heritage Academies, a
company that manages 32 acad
emies in three other states.
The emergence of charter
schools will improve the quality
of
education
everywhere,
Richardson said.
“If parents have a choice in
where (their kids| go to school,
all schools will get better.” he
said.

Latino Student Union, KCP
Initiative Project Success! are
sponsoring Cultural Caf6’s Open
Mic Nite with special guest
Michael Reyes as a featured read
er. The event will take place on
Wednesday, Sept. 17, in the
Women’s Center Lounge in
Kirkhof at 7 p.m.
For more information call the
Multicultural Affairs at 331-2177.

Natans pump up Van
KudalRrana
The Detroit Pistons will be at
Van Andel Arena for their Meijer
Basketball Classic on Oct. 12 at 6
p.m. The Pistons will be playing
the Toronto Raptors in this presea
son faceoff. Tickets can be
ordered from the TicketMaster at
616-456-3333, on www.ticketmaster.com or at the Van Andel Arena.

Party Patrol alert
The Party Patrol is the prod
uct of an alcohol enforcement
grant issued in 2002 to Ottawa
County. Law enforcement offi
cials have criteria they look for
in determining the correct time
to dispatch patrols to certain
areas. Some of the criteria
include—but are not limited to
—the following:
■ Possibility of disorderly
activity
■ Possibility of large par
ties
■ Major campus events,
such as certain football games
■ Certain times of the year,
such as before holiday breaks
■ When it seems that a
high volume of minors may be
drinking
■ Money available to fund
the patrols.

Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

BMgtrgnersTrgt into
Wan Andel Arena
The Harlem Globetrotters, being
sponsored by Burger King, will be
at the Van Andel Arena on Jan. 25,
2004 at 4 p.m. for the “Reclaiming
the Game” World Tour.
Tickets went on sale Sept. 4 and
are going for $13.50, $19.50,
$23.50, $36.50 and $76.50.
Tickets are available at the Van
Andel Arena and DeVos Place box
offices or by calling TicketMaster
at 616-456-3333. Groups of 10 or
more can receive discounts.

Danielle Pillar
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Classes recently began for
Grand Valley State University
students, some for the first time,
other students for their last fall
semester. For those students,
graduation is only eight months
away and just after that is time
to find a career. Some graduates
may find that the task is not so
easy, as job sites become flood
ed with resumes. However, in an
attempt to help graduates, some
colleges around the U.S. are
picking up on the idea of helping
their most recent alumni find
jobs.
In
one
instance, the
University of Pittsburgh recent
ly has developed a networking
system. Networking has been a
strong way for graduates to get
jobs in post-college years. The
idea is that if students begin
making connections with poten
tial employers while in school
(through internships and appren
ticeships) then when looking for
a job after college, a student
would have an easier time find
ing a job through their prior con
nections.
Another way colleges are
helping students is by fostered
personal interaction among stu
dents, which comes in the form
of students mentoring their
peers. A program called
“Alumnet,” allows lines of com
munication could be drawn
between students and 5(X) other
alumni. A service that allows
students to help other students
find jobs or help them find their

own jobs.
The idea of such programs
has stemmed from the recently
reenacted Higher Education Act,
a plan that had been inactive
since 1965. The Act holds uni
versities across the United
States responsible for the suc
cess of their alumni.
For GVSU, this means that
while there is no special pro
gram specifically for alumni,
there is however many services
for current students and gradu
ates alike.
“We provide many services
for all students, like career con
nections, on-campus recruit
ment, career fairs, individual
advisement and working with
employers in the community,”
said Charleen Hayes-Joseph,
director of Career Services. “We
do everything we can to help
with the transition (from college
to a career].”
In addition to helping stu
dents find jobs, Hayes-Joseph
said the jobs that GVSU helps
students find are not just in the
community.
“The jobs we help students
find are nationwide. We work
with others schools across the
nation to find jobs for students,”
said Hayes-Joseph.
Additionally, GVSU serves
to help students help them
selves, whether it be by helping
them create resumes or teaching
students how to conduct their
own job search.
“The type of service we pro
vide is lifelong, as we teach stu
dents necessary career skills for
the future,” Hayes-Joseph said.

Ground Zero

This

The Party Patrol alert is a
meter designed to make students
aware of the chances of a Party
Patrol being dispatched to the
Grand Valley State University
area. The level is estimated
according to the cited criteria
and should not be considered a
definite fact that patrols will be
at GVSU. The meter can be
interpreted as:
■ Cold- chances are low
that patrols will be dispatched.
■
Warm- some criteria
have been met for patrols to be
dispatched.
■ Hot- most criteria have
been met for the patrols to be
dispatched
■ Scorching- all criteria, as
well as information from offi
cials, indicate patrols in the
GVSU area.

Grand Valhy Ijwthorn / Dianne Christensen
Construction crews recently completed clearing all deere from Ground
Zero, the site where the World Trade Center once stood

Main St. Pub to bring new choice to Allendale dining

Tickets are going for as low as
$19.

Colleges lend a helping
hand in job placement

If Grand Valley State
University students are tired of
driving out to BFE to have a
beer and don't want to have to
drive and find a cupboard in the
country to have some restaurant
-style food, students may be
having another option soon.
The Main Street Pub is a
regional chain that will be open
ing up a new location in
Allendale in March 2(X)4.
For Caralyn Fenske, the
managing partner of Main Street
Pub, Allendale —although a
coincidental choice —was an
easy choice.
“We really liked the commu
nity and also saw that there was

a lot of opportunity there,” she
said. "It is pretty wide open and
not much new business has
come in to the area. It is a great
school system, and you got
Grand Valley, and there is just so
many attributes out there. We
just thought we could bring
something new to the communi
ty-"
Fenske said she thinks the
new establishment can be a gath
ering place for the community.
She said her hope is that not only
will it bring in clientele from
Allendale, but the GVSU cam
pus as well.
The
establishment
is
designed to be both a familystyle restaurant and a bar, she
said. The location in Allendale
will be designed slightly differ
ent than some of their locations

in the Kalamazoo area but will
still have the same dining and
drinking options, with smoking
in the bar and no smoking in the
dining room.
“We've got “Golden Tec”
machines, dart boards, pool
tables, things for people to get
involved with and lots of televi
sions—we are a sports bar,"
Fenske said.
The bar will also have a
room allotted for reservations
only, she said. Within a year
after opening they also want to
have the basement finished for
parties of up to 175 people.
Allendale Building and
Zoning
administrator
Phil
Brummel said the location prob
ably influenced the pub’s deci
sion to select Allendale.
“I think the new improved

Lake Michigan Drive from
Grand Rapids to 68th Avenue in
Allendale Township had a big
influence on the development
we will see along the corridor,”
Brummel said. “It's a safer
place to drive, it is a more pleas
ant drive, it's a quicker drive and
we make an immediate attach
ment to the Grand Rapids edge.”
Even though the pub will not
be in the heart of downtown in
the future, Brummel said there
may be a few restaurants spread
throughout Allendale.
“Our intention has been on
the 60th to 64th in our township,
but we are in the process of
amending our future land use
plan," Brummel said. “I think
that our plan when we arc done
will reflect this vision that we
see that type of development

occurring along 48th Avenue,
maybe in the Pierce Street area
as well...similar to what our
downtown will look like.”
Brummel said the 48th
Avenue and Pierce Street areas
would probably be more focused
on university lifestyle needs.
Brummel does not foresee
Allendale slowing down on
development in the near future.
“I don’t think there is any
worries about building,” he said.
“Sometimes you have to let the
market determine that. I think
that is probably best, over us try
ing to make some magical guess
of where we arc supposed to be.”
Building will commence on
the new restaurant this next
week.
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Respect for our
country’s history
Grand Valley State University students should
put aside their everyday cares for one day to
honor those who died on Sept. 11 and those
who are fighting the war on terrorism today
It’s a sad commentary on society in this country when people can
so quickly forget the tragedy that occurred a mere two years ago
today.
It’s not that they’ve completely forgotten it ever happened; it’s
more like the collapse of the World Trade Center and the ensuing
events were overshadowed by social lives, homework, classes and
the everyday grind.

GVL SPEAK

UP

This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

What kind of impact does Sept. 11,
2001 have on people todayP

That should change, at least for today.
Today is a day to honor the victims, their families and the heroes.
Those who lost their lives saving others and those who were in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
It wasn’t so long ago that people gathered together—publicly
mourning family, friends, even strangers, just because they were fel
low Americans. Americans united and banded together to show the
United States’ enemies the strength of our country.
** But, as things always do, the public conscience slowly returned to
its previous state and Americans forgot about the soldiers still fight
ing-some of them GVSU students—in the war on terrorism. It’s not
about whether or not you support war in Afghanistan and Iraq —it’s
about patriotism, supporting the men who are there fighting to
defend the civil liberties they believe in so strongly. They are repre
senting us.
So, for one day, put aside your personal problems, concerns and
activities to spend even just one moment honoring our past, present
and future. Say a little prayer or just bow your head in silence for a
moment to respect those who have died and are still dying.

"For the people involved
it is a big deal, but it
seems like everyone
else has moved on."

"It's there, but it's not."
Mallory Towns
Freshman
Health Science

Brian Varner
Freshman
Bio-Medical Science

"I have a quiz that day.
It's just like Sept. 11 last
year."
Mica Loper
Freshman
Health Science

GVSU will be having a peace rally at the clock tower at 12:05
p.m. and a candlelight vigil at 9:20 p.m.

u<] am, dedicated to making tfiis tke
best (grand VaCCey we can make it and
0 am going to do my job, wkicfi is to
make sure (grand Valfey becomes more
wed known and an even fii^fier-yuakity
university tfian it is now.
i

"It's something to
remember and learn
from, but not to dwell
__ n
on.
Anne Henrickson
Senior
History

"This year it is nothing
significant. I think we
have moved on."
Jorel Davis
Freshman
Undecided

"People are finally
starting to move on,
but it is something we
will not forget."
Melissa Thousand
Freshman
Nursing

- Gayle Davis
Provost and vice president for Academic Affairs

GVL OPINION POLICY

GVL STUDENT OPINION

The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley Lanthorn opinion

9/11 defined future of country
TRACEY

ROBEY
writes for the
GVL opinion.
Her views do
not necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

I had only been at GVSU for
three weeks and I was already skip
ping MTH 110. When I got the call
that seared Sept. 11,2001 in my
head, I was trying to sleep away my
skipper’s guilt. Following hours in
front of the television and talking to
friends, I knew that 9/11 would be
the defining moment of our transi
tion to college.
It also seemed that Sept. 11
would define the future of our coun
try. Flags waved, as well as people.
Wonderful values like teamwork,
reverence for those departed and
respect for the living sprang forth to
comfort the nation.
The new crew of freshmen have
a very different event to look to
when remembering their transition to
college: the MTV Video Music
Awards. After two years of recovery,
it is refreshing to see that the country
still holds dear the lessons learned in
the days of 9/11.

We learned the value of team
work. This year, Christina Aguilera
and Britney Spears teamed up to res
urrect Madonna’s career, just in time
for the release of her religiousthemed children’s books. Christina
later paired with Dave Navarro to
show how close a person could get
to singing on a guitar without getting
bumped to the Spice Channel.
Eminem and 50 Cent collaborated to
prove that even with nine bullet
holes and Vivica Fox for a date, a
rapper couldn’t walk to the podium
alone.
We learned the value of rever
ence for those departed. At the 2003
VMAs, P. Diddy showed respect for
Barry White by changing out of his
Gucci ensemble and wearing a
screen-printed tee shirt reading,
“Remember Barry White.”
Apparently. Gregory Hines doesn't
warrant that much remembrance,
since he got was stuck playing the

back of Diddy’s shirt. Jam Master
Jay got a whole 60 seconds of recog
nition before the producers got bored
and we were prematurely mourning
the death of Johnny Cash.
We learned respect for the living.
These days, artists are going out of
their way to make people feel com
fortable. Take for instance. Outkast,
who imported a woman's favorite
pole on a flatbed truck, just to make
her feel at case during the big night.
Snoop Dogg even got in the act, by
lengthening his ladies’ leashes and
allowing them to put on some classy
clothing for the event.
While the VMAs arc extremely
different from Sept. 11. the show
demonstrates how committed our
country is to the ideals that were so
attractive after the national tragedy.
For this year’s freshmen, I sincerely
hope that an awards show is the most
memorable moment in history made
during your transition to college.

page is to stimulate discussion and action on topics of
interest to the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes reader viewpoints
and offers three vehicles of expression for reader opin
ions: letters to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must be signed and accompanied with current
picture identification. Letters will be checked by an
employee of the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each issue. The limit
for for letter length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and condense let
ters and columns for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be held responsible
for errors that appear in print as a result of transcribing
handwritten letters.
The name of the author is usually published but may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
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Sites full of games, giggles
to put at least one site in this list that can
actually have an important impact on
your life and add to your productivity.
Located
at
http://www.gvsu.edU/library/databases.h
tm, this site is the mother of all sites for
locating research information. Listing
over 200 Web sites, this database is one
of the best ways to find information on a
particular topic.

reader smile and sometimes even laugh
out loud.

Matthew Pete
Grand Valley Lanthorn

After putting in some hard work to
get the word out these past couple weeks
on viruses and music, I felt it was a good
time to kick back, relax and put forth
some information you actually may like
to hear.
The Internet isn’t just a place to
destroy your computer or break the law,
it can actually make you laugh and even
(gasp) educate you just a bit further.
This past week for me has been a
mission of search on your behalf. To
find five Web sites that 1 think every stu
dent should visit at least once in their
college careers. These Web sites were
not chosen by a panel, a survey or even
based on a point system. They were
chosen because 1 personally get a kick
out of each and every one of them.
•TheOnion.com - The news, nothing
could be more depressing. Having to
turn on CNN or MSNBC is almost tor
ture. Enter The Onion. This Web site is
devoted to the lighter side of news, the
much lighter side. To say it is satirical
isn't doing this Web site justice. The
writers go to great lengths to make the
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•miniclip.com - Sick of doing home
work? Don’t really feel like reading
even funny news articles? This may be
the place for you. Miniclip.com is chuck
full of games. Nonstop mini-games for
your slacker enjoyment. Feel like blow
ing up a few Martians? Go for it! Want
to take a few shots at the casino? Place
your bets! This Web site has hours upon
hours of slacking possibilities in store
for anyone.

Obviously, these aren’t the only five
Web sites I find to be great for the aver
age college student to visit, just ones that
caught my eye.

•MIStupid.com - Every once in a
while we come upon a person who
knows a stupid little fact that didn’t have
an impact on your life, well now you
have the opportunity to be that person.
MIStupid.com brings the stupid to your
finger tips. Did you know the ancient
Egyptians invented bowling as far back
as 5200 BC? Stupid facts, stupid jokes,
even stupid pictures are abound in this
site ready to expand your mind with
meaningless junk.

Over 60 percent of voters will con
tinue to download music despite what
the RIAA threatens. While 25 percent
say they won’t but it should be legalized.
This says a lot for our generation and the
way we feel technology and information
should be dealt with. I ask those who
voted to please e-mail your local repre
sentative and state senator and voice
your opinion on this topic. As college
students our opinions do hold weight in
this country.

•Weapons of Mass Destruction - Go
to google.com. Type in "Weapons of
Mass Destruction” without quotes into
the search field. Then click “I’m Feeling
Lucky.” Don’t ask questions, just do it.

Head out to www.lanthorn.com to
vote this week on which Web site you
liked best of the ones I suggested. Be
sure to e-mail all questions or comments
to me at petem@student.gvsu.edu.

•GVSU Library Services - Ok, I had

Travis Clement

"We've got Cakes, a bridge — we must remain unique
jdew driver's Cicense (and verticaCjjCate... just kidding)

Buying books is breaking the bank for many students
Paul Pretzer
writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. His
views do not
necessarily
represent those of
the
newspaper.

Wow! No way! You're joking.
You’ve got to be kidding! That’s
all I could say (fit to print) when I
bought books for the fall semes
ter. I'm recovering from sticker
shock $415, considering counsel
ing and suing for trauma incurred
by open robbery.
1 know for some students, pre
law or science majors for exam
ple, it may not seem like much
for books. However, to most stu
dents, especially those paying
themselves, who have a full load
of classes and work full-time, it’s
a huge amount. Especially for
four three-credit courses, two
were merely history survey cours
es. Six books for a 200 level his
tory survey course! You've got to
be kidding.
I must admit I felt better
4

when the professor assured us he
did his best to keep costs down,
but we definitely needed them.
He said these were great quality
textbooks and good future refer
ence material.
Did you mean we couldn't
have survived with two or three
books? But six? For a history sur
vey course?
My fiance needed a class last
summer, that absolutely needed
completed before her student
teaching. She registered for the
class, but it was only three credits
and financial aid necessitates six
credits.
Now, she needed this class
and couldn’t pay for it. In the face
of a cold, uncaring system she
broke down decided to register
for an easy, blow-off class for the

aid. The only class left compati
ble with her work schedule was
an entry-level communications
class she didn’t want or, more
importantly, need. Great system.
But that’s not my favorite part.
She spent 75 hard-earned blood,
sweat and tears summer dollars
on an Intro to Communications
textbook.
When this unnecessary class
finished, she marched to the
bookstore to sell it for some pal
try pocket change, perhaps for a
sandwich or frappacino, when she
was told with a smile they
weren't buying it back. She won
dered what was wrong with it. It
was new. There weren’t any used
ones; she had to buy new. It was
current.
Was there a newer model? No,

her nearly new textbook was no
longer wanted. It was hers to bury
in her closet or throw in the recy
clable bix)ks box, but it was hers
to bite the bullet and her lip as
she kisses the equivalent of a
phone payment, car insurance, a
credit-card payment or a com
muter’s month’s-worth of gas
good-bye in the form of an
unwanted and unnecessary text
book, needed for the unnecessary
class she took to have the credits
needed, six, to get aid for the
class that she absolutely, positive
ly did need. And they didn’t even
buy it back.
It makes me wonder. Does the
bookstore give professors com
missions? Is there a kickback,
scratched pack, greased palm?
I’m almost bitter enough to inves-

tigate. The problem is I’ll be too
busy reading. How many of us
bought books they wouldn’t buy
back? And I’m not just talking
old used books; I’m talking per
fectly good, reasonably new hard
cover fancy, shiny textbooks.
How many of us bought text
books we never touched because
teachers never used or got to
them? Too many of us. I’m raging
against the ultimate machinery
and my cynicism tells me nothing
will change, probably get worse,
but 1 can only hope in the future,
with this down-turned economy,
the university, professors and
bookstores, will consider stu
dents’ financial well-being when
creating a required book list that
breaks the students already fragile
pocketbook. Just a thought.

GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Theme classes a waste of time
and money
I am writing in regard to your article
on the theme classes that are considered
a requirement in order to graduate at
GVSU. I am a senior who has already
obtained a degree in Physical Therapy,
and became a "well-rounded student”
then! I do not have the time nor
finances to take extra classes that have
nothing to do with my major. Also,
why do the Honor Students get away
from taking the theme classes? The
only difference from them and the
remaining student body is a higher
GPA. This should not segregate the stu
dent body because of a GPA. Is it a
punishment to the remaining student
body to have to sit through them class
es and participate when the time could
be well spent learning and studying the
courses for our majors?
I strongly do not see why the stu
dent body needs to continue with the
theme classes. If the president of the
college decides to stop with the theme
classes, will he reimburse the student
body for the classes that we were made
to take? I do think so.

Deanna Godfrey

Freshman doesn’t fit the fad
1 found the article “Some Things
Never Change” to be rather insulting.
Not all freshmen are the way you have
perceived them in this article. It actual
ly humors me to read that the author
really does like freshman, yet continues
to batter them throughout the rest of her
piece.
Some freshmen do fit the profile
you have so profoundly written, but
upper-class students do as well. So to
say that the accusations you have made
against all of us freshmen are, in my
opinion, wrong.
I, myself, was not “nervous” start
ing college, nor was 1 part of the “skin
show” around the first year living cen
ters. And. surprise, surprise, 1 do plan
on attending all of my classes. So
please consider the other percent of
freshmen on this campus when writing
your overwhelmingly opinionated arti
cles. Thank you.
Lyssa Coleman

Route in education should be
chosen by students, not lawmak
ers
I am writing in regards to the
September 4th article "Legislator pro
poses initiating class reviews." First let

me say thank you for printing this arti
cle allowing students to be informed
about the proposed limitation of educa
tion. I am currently enrolled in the psy
chology class on human intimacy and
sexuality. After reading the article,
mixed emotions raced through my mind
concerning the possibility of legisla
tures controlling my education. 1 know
my class was popular because it was
filled to capacity. Obviously students
are interested in these courses or they
would not be attending them. Students
here are free to chose their own courses
for which I am grateful. What the state
needs to realize is that college students
are not obligated to take these “bad"
courses, but do it out of interest and a
hunger for knowledge. Would the state
rather we learn inaccuracies about these
subjects from movies and television?
Personally, I prefer to learn the truth,
without bias, in the classroom. They
are rightfully protecting us. yet to what
extent will we be limited? How can we
learn if not in school?

Felix Hunter

Getting to know your articles
before you print
On Aug. 26th the Lanthorn pub
lished an article by Jo Appleton. It was

entitled, “Getting to know your partner
before you marry,” and it was written
for the Daily Forty-Niner of California
State U.-Long Beach.
I have a serious problem with this
article —it is simply untrue. She makes
the assertion that living with your part
ner before you get married is beneficial
to ensuring a strong marriage. Her only
support for this position is saying,
“sociologists have reported...” and
“sociologists have found...” She, how
ever, neglects to tell us which sociolo
gists or where they reported these find
ings. Why? Because what she claims
these unnamed sociologists said is not
factual.
Let's take a look at one of her state
ments. She says, "Recently, sociolo
gists have found couples who do not
live together before they marry to have
divorce rates higher than those who do
live together before they get married.”
So supposedly couples who don’t live
together before marriage have a higher
divorce rate.
So, let us take a look at the facts.
The truth is cohabitation is destructive
to marriage not helpful. Only 30% of
couples who live together end up get
ting married. Out of those who do get
married there is an 80% HIGHER

divorce rate than for couples^^**
who did not live together before mar
riage.
These figures were taken from a
study published in the Journal of Social
and Personal Relationships. Here is the
bibliographical information if you
desire to look these figures up yourself:
John D. Cunningham and John K.
Antill, “Cohabitation and Marriage:
Retrospective
and
Predictive
Comparisons,” Journal of Social and
Personal Relationships II (1994), pp.
77-93.
Cohabitation leads not only to the
destruction of the relationship in the
future, it also leads to destructive rela
tionships in the present. According to a
nationwide survey conducted by the
University of Rhode Island, thirty-five
out of 100 couples living together expe
rienced a physical assault in a 12-month
period. That is 233 percent more fre
quent than for married couples.
I encourage the Lanthorn staff to not
publish articles from other schools
without first reviewing their content to
ensure it is the truth. Most of all, I
encourage you not to trust the advice of
Ms. Appleton because her opinion is
not based on reality.
Matthew Kallman

STUDY ABROAD
Make the World Your Classroom
While Earning GVSU Credits
•

Hundreds of study abroad sites throughout the
world!

•

Second language proficiency is not required

•

Scholarships and grants are available

•

Summer, Fall, Winter or Academic Year
opportunities

•

All majors are welcome

Adoption is a postivc option.

Call 1-800-BETHANY
i
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Speaker stresses conviction in citizenship
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The act of involvement is
something that teaches you and
gives you strength, said Paul
Rogat Loch, a renowned writer
of citizen activism and social
movement. He spoke to a group
of about 50 Grand Valley State
University students, faculty and
staff at the Kirkhof Center
Grand River Room Sept. 8.
He spoke about his new
book, “Soul of a citizen: Living
with conviction of a cynical
time,” and about community
involvement, citizen responsibil
ity and taking a stand.
Loeb was born in California
in 1952 and attended Stanford
University and New York
School for Social Research. He
also worked to end the Vietnam
War. He has worked for 30 years
on social movement and citizen
activism. He has also researched
and studied why some choose to
take a stand and why others
decide to sit quietly on the side
lines.
He has written and published
four widely-known books, his lat
est, “Soul of a Citizen: Living
with conviction of a cynical time.”

He encouraged others to get
involved with a cause, even if
they think their efforts will not
make a difference. He said one
person makes more of an impact
than he or she thinks.
“We get something back
from taking a stand,” Loeb said.
“Even if we think something is a
futile attempt, it could influence
a policy in the end and get the
ball rolling. People have to think
long call and that people will lis
ten. We have to keep on.”
He said that many people
believe activists are “crazy and
act alone on a whim,” which dis
courages others from taking a
stand.
“Many people considered
Rosa Parks a radical activist, but
an activist consciously decides
to act on a certain issue and
makes an impact, which is what
she |Parks] did,” Loeb said.
He said many people choose
to not get involved because they
fear others' judgments of them
and are afraid to face opposing
views if they take a stand on a
matter.
“People often say, ‘why
would you be so foolish to take a
stand?’” he said. “We fear
other’s judgment.”

Students honored
at Passport banquet
■ Hundreds
expected to attend
event, recognize
mentors in program
BrandiTeer
Grand Valley Lanthorn
iol notii. in; <
i.

;,| i. The Grand Valley State
University Passport Program helps
make students more aware that
they can have a good time without
the use of drugs or alcohol.
A group of about 400 people
are expected to attend the
Passport Recognition Banquet
on Saturday in the Grand River
Room of the Kirkhof Center
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Passport members are recog
nized for their efforts as a social
mentoring program designed to
introduce first-year GVSU stu
dents to fun alcohol-free enter
tainment during the first five to
six weeks of the fall semester.
The event is for all current
Passport upper-class mentors,
freshmen and their families.
All mentors will be given a
certificate of appreciation and
the Student Coordination Team,
who plans Passport events and
hires mentors, will be recog
nized for their involvement in
the 2003 Passport Program, said
member Adam Ferguson.
After the banquet the leader
ship of Passport will change
hands as it does every year.
“We form a new SCT eachyear.” said Nancy Harper, direc
tor of alcohol education,
research and training —which
sponsors the program. “The cur
rent SCT will finish its work
with the Recognition Banquet
and will then select the new
SCT members to plan the 2004
Passport Program.”
The
Passport
Program
includes about 400 students
made up of more than 75 sopho
mores, juniors or senior mentors
and 270 freshmen.
The program has consistent
ly attracted 350 to 5(X) students
each fall for the last five years.
“The program is open to all
new freshmen who do not want

ADAM FERGUSON
President
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make alcohol or other
drugs central to their college
experience,” Harper said.
New students are can sign up
before they even step foot on
campus.
Harper said brochures and
sign-up materials are sent to all
new students accepted into the
university and they are wel
comed to participate if they
want to have sober fun and meet
other students who think the
same.
Those who agree with the
sober alternative are invited to
live in the same housing com
plex.
GVSU housing sets aside
the 300 beds in Hills and
Kirkpatrick living centers to
form two Passport Houses, so
that members can live together
on campus.
A common misconception
about Passport is that members
agree to never drink alcohol, but
Ferguson clarifies that it is not.
“Passport is not anti-drink
ing unless, however, you are
underage. Then we certainly
are,” Ferguson said. “The point
is to provide free and fun acti
vates to prove alcohol is not
necessary.”
All members are asked to the
“0-1-3” rule. Which says they
agree not to drink if they are
underage; to drink only moder
ately if they are of age and to
have no more than one drink per
hour and no more than three
drinks per night.

tioning that.”
He also addressed many
issues, such as the excessive
U.S. military budget, universal
health care, wealth inequality
and poverty.
He said these are many
issues where, most Americans
share a common view, but we
think our efforts are useless to
oppose them and many of us
keep quiet.
“We feel isolated, alone and
futile,” he said. “Many of us feel
like we won’t be heard. But we
need to ask questions, such as,
‘Why are we the only advanced
nation with out universal health
care and why does the military
have a $400 billion budget?’
People who make decisions and
the ones paying the conse
quences are not the same.”
He said taking a stand will
help us and others in the end.
“The feeling of satisfaction
makes our lives matter,” he said.
VolunteerIGVSU and the
Office of Student Life sponsored
the event.
“His mission others be civically engaged, fit well with
Volunteer! GVSU’s message,”
said Chad Garland of the Office
of Student Life.

The ethics
of book
selection

M----------------------------

Passport is not
anti-drinking...
The point is to
provide free and
fan activities to
prove alcohol is
not necessary.

He offered encouraging
words for those voicing their
opinion on an issue who may be
facing ridicule from others.
“We shouldn’t be afraid of
controversy,” he said. “People
are going to call us names if we
take a stand. Everyone will not
agree. It tests you and gives you
strength. We should listen to oth
ers views, because it is more
effective that way. Sometimes
you may change your view.”
He gave tips on how to work
with others to make a difference
on an issue.
“It helps to gather others
together who share the view,
such as a community meeting,”
Loeb said. “Work with existing
institutions and people who are
already involved in the cause
who may be able to help.”
He encouraged college stu
dents to question school budget
cuts and financial aid cuts.
“Students should be out
raged about rules changing that
involve financial aid,” he said.
“Students have to work much
harder to stay in school, harder
than 1 did 30 years ago. Some
have to work full time and drop
out occasionally to pay off stu
dent loans. We should be ques

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Brad Klosner
Barry Bosch investigates potential textbooks for upcoming classes.
Textbooks are probably the largest financial drain on college students.
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Some professors have canceled review contracts
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The cost of one school book
for a college student can be a lot
of money —so when a Grand
Rapids Press article addressed
the issue that West Michigan
college professors paid for book
reviews on textbooks to be used
in classes —it raised major ethi
cal issues.
Two of the ethical issues it
raised were: is it right for a pro
fessor to use a book in class
because they are being paid
more money and which means
should a publishing company
use to sell books?
Alison Reynolds, a Grand
Valley State University political
science major said the main eth
ical issue lies with the publish
ing company and not the profes
sors.
“In the GVSU professors’
case, they were not required to
use the book in their class,”
Reynolds said. “The real ethical
issue is that if the publishing
company declined the professor
to do the book review because
they said they would not use it in
their class. I think that would be
wrong. Professors should get
paid to do book reviews it is a
good thing, but not if they only
did it to get paid.”
Two GVSU professors and
two other West Michigan pro
fessors were mentioned in the
article as accepting similar con
tracts
from
North
West
Publishing, a publishing compa
ny based in Valencia, CA.
The article stated that the
publishing company’s motives
were not in the best interest of

the students and were to boost
their book sales by insisting pro
fessors use the books in their
classes.
According to the article,
Judith Platt, a spokeswoman
from the Association of
American publishers called the
company's tactics “ridiculous.”
She said a publishing com
pany may give a professor a
complimentary book or other
items, or paying a few hundred
dollars for a review —but paying
thousands for a review to boost
sales is going too far.
Kevin DenDulk. a GVSU
political science professor said
he was surprised at the high
amount the company was will
ing to pay him for the review.
“The amount was definitely
eye-catching,” DenDulk said.
“The publisher says they do this
because they pay more to get
more depth for the review. After
1 was contacted by the Grand
Rapids Press reporter, it became
apparent that their |the compa
ny’s] motives were not in the
best interest of the students, but
to increase sales.”
A similar article appeared in
the Chronicle of Higher
Education, where a case study
was conducted about publishing
companies’ sales tactics. This is
how the issue was first discov
ered.
Gerald Simons, an econom
ics professor had signed a
$1 ,(XX) contract and DenDulk, a
$2,500 contract with the compa
ny. DenDulk and Simons can
celed their contracts with the
company, after they were con
tacted by the Grand Rapids
Press reporter, after the motive

of the company became appar
ent to them.
“I didn't know in the begin
ning that the publishing compa
ny wanted to get student feed
back and they wanted me to use
the book in the course,” Simons
said.
A company representative
also told Simons that the high
payment for the review and the
reason they urged the book to be
used in class, was because they
valued the students’ opinions.
“I had looked the book over
and it was $20 cheaper than the
book I was going to use for the
class and I liked it better,”
Simons said. “So nothing else
had convinced me to use the
book.”
When he had agreed to the
review, Simons said he had no
reason to question the compa
ny’s motives.
“If they said in the very
beginning that they wanted the
book to be used in class, I would
have been suspicious,” he said.
DenDulk said that compa
nies will ask if he is going to use
the book or not after completing
the review, but they usually do
not press the issue.
“There was no expectation
from North West that I use the
book in class,” DenDulk said. “I
would have told them what I tell
any company, if the book fits the
purposes of the course as I teach
it, then I will use it. This compa
ny is simply trying to sell books
like other companies. I just do
not agree with their methods.”
His review was not sched
uled to be completed until next
year.
Bart Merkle, GVSU dean of

students agrees that this is an
ethical issue.
“People have to be careful
about the conflict of interest,”
said Merkle. “As soon as you
get into payment options, ethical
issues arise as to why the book
was chosen and if they are being
influenced by money.”
Merkle docs not believe at
this time that GVSU faculty
need a policy guiding them on
how to choose textbooks for
their classes. The only policy
now, is that professors must
abide by copyright laws.
“I certainly hope that in the
future that a policy is not need
ed,” Merkle said. “I think the
faculty should have academic
freedom in how they choose a
book for the purpose of their
class.
He said that professors need
to be careful about the book
review contracts that they get
involved in.
“They should be aware of
certain policies involved in the
contract,” he said.
Reynolds does not think a
university policy should be
enacted regarding professors
and book review contracts.
“1 certainly want to believe
that GVSU professors have the
integrity to make the right deci
sions regarding this,” Reynolds
said. “Professors should have
the freedom to choose a book for
their teaching purposes.”
DenDulk also agreed that
there should not be a policy
regarding how a book is chosen
for a class.
“It would undermine aca
demic freedom if there was a
policy,” DenDulk said.

Grand Valley names Greg Dimkoff Winter 2003 outstanding educator
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Gregg Dimkoff, a long-time
Grand Valley State University
faculty member, was named the
Winter 2003 outstanding educa
tor.
A panel from the GVSU
Alumni Association Board of
Directors recognizes two profes
sors each year. John Shontz, a
professor of biology received
recognition for the award in the
fall 2002 semester.
“This is just about the best
recognition a teacher can get,”
Dimkoff said. “I can’t think of a
more meaningful award. It is an
honor to know that a majority
thought of me as making a

strong impact."
Dimkoff has been a finance
professor at GVSU since 1975.
He has an undergraduate degree
in finance and doctoral degree
from Michigan State University.
He and his wife Carla reside
in Bauer, a small town outside
Hudsonville.
“It is nice and very close to
GVSU," Dimkoff said. “I used
to ride my bike.”
Dimkoff has traded off the
different duties of different titles
through out his years at GVSU.
He was the financial department
chair person for 15 years and the
assistant associate for the
Seidman School of Business. He
has also been the director for the
Certified Financial Planning

Program for five years. It is a
program that helps certify bro
kers for planning financial pro
grams.
He is also the first recipient
of the outstanding teacher award
at GVSU.
He was chosen for the
Outstanding Educator Award
from the results of a mailing poll
that was taken from GVSU
alumni that graduated over five
years ago.
“The professors are chosen
for the award by a mixture of
popular vote, the comments
from the poll and the impact on
students," said Chris Barbee,
director of GVSU Alumni
Relations.
“It is really nice reading

some of these nominations,”
Barbee said. “Some of them arc
really heart-felt and some of
these students really appreciated
what these professors have done
for them.”
He said he enjoyed being
part of the committee that elects
a person to this honor.
“He
[Greg
Dimkoff]
received some very nice com
ments from students,” Barbee
said. “It was nice to see the pos
itive comments from students."
He said he has informed the
two winners from last year and
enjoyed seeing their reactions.
“Both the professors were
very gracious,” he said. “It is
nice to see their reaction and it
was fun to be the one to break

the news. Also that they were
recognized by former students
and that they got through to
them. Some of the students’
comments were: ‘1 use these
skills in my daily business.’ It is
one of the highest compli
ments.”
Barbee said the Alumni
Association appreciates the
alumni participation.
“I hope alumni continue to
participate in this process,”
Barbee said.
Dimkoff said he enjoys
teaching at GVSU and plans on
staying for many years to come.
He previously worked as a
chemical engineer for six years
and then came to the GVSU
community.

“This is a beautiful campus,”
he said. “1 really enjoy the finan
cial discipline and the students. I
am never going to retire, unless
health reasons forces me to."
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Grand Valley saved from budget squeeze
Thomas Armantrout
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Across the state and nation,
numerous colleges and universi
ties are being forced to cut classes
due to falling state funds. In
Michigan, many universities’ state
funding was cut by 10 percent.
However, at Grand Valley
State University the drop was
about 1.5 percent from the $60
million originally allotted to
GVSU last year to $59 million
this year.
“The | state| legislature felt
that GVSU was already under
funded relative to its peers and
chose to cut our funding by $1
million or approximately 1.5
percent,” said James Bachmeier,
GVSU associate vice president
for business.
Three other universities —
Oakland University, Saginaw
Valley State University and
Central Michigan University —
were also spared the heavier
cuts.
The state paid the four uni
versities a total of $9.5 million
after the initial funding cuts.
GVSU was granted $5 million as
the most under-funded of the

state universities.
“We would have lost $6 mil
lion,” said Matthew McLogan,
GVSU vice president for
University Relations—referring
to the original plans for universi
ty funding cuts. “Instead we lost
$1 million.”
Bachmeier said the lower
rate helped GVSU avoid the
necessity of cutting or reducing
course sections. Many other uni
versities have been forced to cut
course sections and eliminate
classes to save money, causing
their students increased schedul
ing difficulties.
“While some universities are
finding it necessary to cut pro
grams, lay off faculty and staff
and otherwise diminish the qual
ity of their operations—GVSU
avoided those kinds of cuts,”
Bachmeier said.
“It's always been a little dif
ficult (scheduling courses) . . .
but it was still doable and it still
is.” he said. “We haven’t let it
get worse.”
"GVSU’s funding has been
cut by the state,” said Tim
Schad, GVSU vice president for
finance and administration, “but
not as much as other universities

were cut. But, we remain the
lowest-funded university on a
per student basis.”
According to the stale the
minimum amount spent per stu
dent at a state university should
lx* about $5,900. GVSU currently
spends about $3JS(X) per student.
“We still have a long way to
go,” McLogan said. “We’re still
below the minimum.”
Last year, GVSU received
$60 million, but mid-year budg
et cuts reduced the original fig
ure to about $58 million. This
year, GVSU received $59 mil
lion—a higher total figure.
GVSU increased its revenue by
almost 2 percent.
Bachmeier warned against
the possibility of those numbers
being misinterpreted.
“I don’t want to make it
sound easier than it is,”
Bachmeier said. “It’s certainly
not without pain.”
The revenue may have
increased, but the number of stu
dents at GVSU also increased.
There are also new needs and
expenses.
“The state counts students
with a two-year lag,” McLogan
added, explaining the state’s use

of two-year-old enrollment
records to estimate the current
number of students. State esti
mates of GVSU’s student popu
lation. and its financial need are
based on a lower figure than the
actual population and need.
“We are spending 1.7 percent
more per student that we spent last
year,” Bachmeier said. “Since the
state is giving us less money, you
notice that tuition had to go up
more than 1.7 percent.”
"Essentially, the students and
the state jointly pay for the cost
of education," Bachmeier said.
"When the state pays a smaller
portion, the student gets a larger
portion (to pay|.”
"It's a slow and continuous
shift of who’s paying the bills,”
he said.
“It’s not a new phenome
non,” McLogan said about the
shift. “That's been true for two
decades.”
McLogan said that 20 years
ago, about 70 percent of GVSU’s
budget was covered by the state
and 30 percent was covered by
tuition. Those numbers have
reversed, the state only covers
about 30 percent of the budget.
Student
tuition
has

increased, but it is down from
the original expectations when a
higher percent-rate cut was dis
cussed for GVSU.
“We reduced the planned
tuition ... by a considerable
amount when the state appropri
ation was increased,” Bachmeier
said.
"Our tuition increase was the
lowest in the state,” Schad said.
"Only $99 in the fall semester.”
Bachmeier also said the $59
million allotted to the university
could decrease if mid-year budg
et cuts arise.
"There is still the very real
possibility of mid-year budget
cuts,” Bachmeier said. "The
state is required to balance its
budget each year. If revenue
comes in below projections, the
state has to cut planned expendi
tures by a comparable amount.
That happened last year and, as a
result, the state cut many budg
ets, including the universities.”
Schad said GVSU weathered
the financial storm better than
many of its peer institutions.
“GVSU can operate with
these lower levels of funding
because we are focused on getting
the money into the academic pro

grams where they support aca
demic quality. In other areas we
are very efficient,” Schad said.
“While the university has
many responsibilities to many
constituencies,”
Bachmeier
added, “it has remained very
focused on providing high qual
ity education as its highest prior
ity. That attitude is nearly uni
versal at GVSU.”
Bachmeier said the universi
ty attempted to spend sparingly
in areas that will not affect the
academic areas of GVSU.
GVSU
employs
fewer
administrators, clerical persons
and other professional services.
“That’s deliberate on our
part," McLogan said. “When we
have additional funds, we can
spend it on the classroom.”
‘That probably translates into
longer lines at public safety for a
parking sticker and probably
means our faculty and staff work
harder because they have less help
with their various duties,”
Bachmeier said. “We save by
doing things we hope no one will
notice, like not taking out the trash
as often or not washing the win
dows as often. We like to think we
work smarter and harder.”

Greek life recruitment
begins Sept. 17 for council
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

laker late Night
livens up Grand
Valley weekends
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Students do not have to
venture off of Grand Valley
State University’s campus for
the weekend to find entertain
ment. The GVSU Office of
Student Life kicked off Laker
Late Nights on Sept. 5. The
event is held each Friday and
Saturday nights, where students
can sing to karaoke, dance the
night away, participate in bingo
and euchre tournaments and
enjoy various foods.
Laker Late Nights are from
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. every Friday
and Saturday night in the
Kirkhof Center's Grand River
Room.
About 300 people partici
pated for the event on Sept. 5
and about 230 on Sept. 6. said
Elaine Vandcnburg, student
manager of the OSL.
"We had so many people
lined up for the euchre and
bingo tournaments that we had
to cut people out, because there
was
no
more
room,"
Vandenburg said. “We were
happy to see that so many peo
ple wanted to participate.”
Prizes, such as campus
dining certificates were given
away for the winners of the
games.
Students also enjoyed
karaoke and discounted food
for the event.
“We try to offer discounted
food at certain events, but we
can't do it all the time."
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Vandenburg said.
On Saturday night the
Black Student Union sponsored
an ice cream social.
“So many people were
there for that, they had to get
more ice cream,” Vandenburg
said.
There was also a T iki-hut
DJ on Saturday.
The program also ties in
with the OSL's Do Something!
campaign, where students can
collect g,v,s and u stickers at
certain campus events, to win a
$ 1 ,(XK) grand prize in the draw
ing. Students collected the “s”
sticker at the event.
Anywhere from 50 to 6(X)
students have enjoyed attending
the events, since it began in
January 2003, said Fred
Mooney, OSL. coordinator of
the event.
Student organizations are
given $50 to be featured in the
hot spot that night.
"We want to create aware
ness and student support about
certain organizations,” Mooney
said.
Mooney said more empha
sis has been placed on late night
activities on campus.
Vandenburg said they are
trying to attract all types of stu
dents to the event and not just
lower classmen.
“I saw all groups of stu
dents there, upper classmen and
lower classmen. I think the best
thing about this event was that
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The Grand Valley State
University Greek system is
preparing to begin its annual fall
recruitment period.
The recruitment period starts
on Sept. 17 for the Panhellenic
sororities and Sept. 16 for the
Interfratemity Council fraterni
ties.
This year Greek leaders are
saying they have improved the
recruitment process by adding
on a few more days and stepping
up publicity.
“Women
interested
in
recruitment can register before
the actual recruitment week.
Sept. 17-21,” said Alissa
Dayringer, Panhellenic presi
dent. “Once the registration
forms have been filled out
women will be assigned to a
recruitment guide who can assist
with questions and concerns
before and during sorority
recruitment.”
"The IFC E-board is
extremely excited to help our
community grow and prosper,”
said Jeremy Cobb, vice presi
dent of recruitment for IFC.
“We recognize the importance
of recruiting people that want to
be involved, and there's no bet
ter way to do it then go Greek!”
One of the changes made in
the publicity this year is a car
parade, which will run through
underclassmen living areas.
After that, orientation meetings
for the public featuring IFC fra
ternities will be held. There will
also be reminders on the tables in
dining areas and fliers around
campus.
Cobb said that the ultimate
goal of recruitment is to educate
men about Greek life.
“The goal of IFC recruit
ment is to educate non-Greek
men on the benefits of fraternity
life," he said. “We want people
to become interested in joining

us and to put a lot of effort in it
because there is so much they
can take away from it.”
Dayringer agreed that the
end of the process is the same
for Panhellenic sororities,
although slightly different in its
process.
“Panhellenic recruitment is a
five day process. Women going
through recruitment will have the
opportunity to meet with all five
Panhellenic sororities and through
a mutual selection process will by
the end of the week determine
which organization they would
like to be a part of.”
He added that the process
also is a good chance for anyone
to come out and learn if there is a
fraternity that fits what a particu
lar person may be looking for.
“There is an organization for
anyone," Cobb said. “As it dif
fers based on dynamics from
organization to organization, we
are very interested in making a
diverse community with differ
ent people that can help us all
make a difference.”
Aaron Haight, assistant
director of Student Life, also
feels that students would benefit
from looking into Greek life.
“I think the No. 1 thing that I
hear from freshman is that their
goal is to meet new people and I
think that a fraternity or sorority
is a great way to do that... also a
fraternity or sorority can also
give you a lot of experiences all
wrapped into one,” she said.
As far as overcoming the
stereotype of Greeks as partiers
or troublemakers, Haight said
GVSU Greeks have overcome
that obstacle.
“We are a very young Greek
community and I think that the
members of our Greek commu
nity have a lot of pride and they
help hold each other account
able,” she said. “They don’t
want to have that stereotype —
and I think in reality they defy
that stereotype."
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Free service gets people home safe
at Beans to Brew, which is just
west of Family Fare.
“In Allendale alone there are
17 drivers,” Jasperse said.
“Some of those people work one
night a month, some work more.
It depends on the person.”
The volunteers, who are all
from local churches, meet at the
coffee shop on Friday and
Saturday nights throughout the
month and accept phone calls on
a cell phone from 11 p.m. to 2:30
a.m. Other groups of volunteers
meet at designated coffee shops
in their areas.
Once contacted, two volun
leers will show up at a designat
ed area. One driver will drive
their car. while the other will
drive the owner's car home.
Groups are also split up sp
women ride with female drivers
and men ride with male drivers.
“We don’t take people to other
parties or bars —if you ride with
us, you're headed home,” Jasperse
said. “We're not a taxi service;
we’re a free ride home service.”
The drivers will take people
anywhere within the six areas.
Although a driver won't go out
of his or her designated area,
they can do a trade off where

Jennifer McCourt
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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With the return of Grand
Valley State University students
for fall and winter semesters
come increased house parties,
trips to local bars and the need
for programs such as Last Call.
Last Call is a free ride service
that was created seven years ago
in Grand Haven after one man.
Zach Lahring, was determined to
turn his life around. He decided
that rather than going to the bar to
get drunk, he would offer people
a service that he had previously
needed —a free ride home.
“It all started out with one
man who spent a lot of time in
bars,” said Sue Jasperse, chapter
director of Last Call. “He and
another woman started sitting in
bars and offering people rides.”
Since that time. Last Call’s
efforts have expanded past
Grand Haven to Holland,
Allendale, Grand Rapids and
Muskegon. Saugatuck was also
recently added to the growing
list of covered areas.
The home base for the
Allendale group of volunteers is

Along with bartenders in the
area, students also appreciate the
benefit of having a free service
that offers them a ride home.
Grand
Valley
State
University
student Claude
Saliers said it keeps the commu
nity safer by keeping people
who shouldn't be drivjng off the
road.
“I've used the service and it
was a lifesaver because I didn't
have to drive home drunk, which
means I wasn’t endangering my
life or anyone else’s," Saliers
said. “The people were friendly
and nice too. I really appreciated
their generosity."
In order to get the word out,
fliers are placed at local bars; vol
unteers also wear T-shirts promot
ing the program. Jasperse said that
the best way, however, to promote
loist Call is by word of mouth.
She added that people often have a
positive experience with the pro
gram and use it again as well as
tell their friends about it.
Last Call is a completely free
service. Drivers volunteer their
time and pocket gas costs; they
will not receive tips. The organi
zation does, however, accept
donations to help fund the service.

drivers from two areas meet. It
someone is in Grand Rapids and
needs to make it back to Grand
Haven they would go with a
driver in Grand Rapids, switch
to one in Allendale and then to a
Grand Haven driver.
Jasperse noted that the No. I
priority of Last Call is safety.
“We care about people and
we want to keep them safe,” she
said. “People are going to go out
and drink, that's a given. So the
best option is to make sure they
get home safely ”
Chad Ward, owner of BFE
Bar on Lake Michigan Drive
agrees that the service is helping
to keep people safe.
“Regardless of how full we
are, we generally know 75 per
cent of the people w ho come in
here and it makes me and my
staff feel better knowing that
people get home sate." Ward
said.
He also noted that without a
cab service in the area more peo
ple should be using Last Call,
especially because it s free.
“(Last Call| drives the per
son and their car home,” Ward
said. “It takes out any excuse for
anybmly not to get a ride home.”

Last Call

Allendale: (616) 443-8489
Grand Rapids: (616) 915-5200
Holland: (616) 430-0265
Grand Haven: (616) 844-0980
Muskegon: (231) 557-1843
Although there are many
benefits to the program, some
will argue that the service
enables people to drink.
“When people do that, I
always ask if they would rather
have a designated driver out
there or not,” Jasperse said.
With six areas of surround
ing coverage, Jasperse would
like to see the program grow
throughout Michigan. She com
mented that Last Call is current
ly pushing to move into five new
areas including Kalamazoo. But
Jasperse wouldn’t like to see the
growth stop there.
“Maybe we’ll spread to the

point where every state will have
a Last Call chapter,” Jasperse
said. “I would think that spread
ing into other states would
almost be easy, it would be in the
flow of things.”
With free service offered not
only to students, but anyone who
feels unsafe to make a trip home,
Jasperse hopes that people will
realize that Last Call is available
and free because of the concern
she and other volunteers have
for others.
“It’s just about loving other
people,” Jasperse said. “That’s
how we want to express it.”

QUESTIONS

that much more time with this. It
looks like chaos at first, but then
it starts to get clearer.”
The proposed model will
continue to be debated in the
UAS and Student Senate, as
well as throughout the rest of the
campus community.
Davis said the faculty and
student senates have until Nov.
14 to debate the restructuring
before Davis takes the final
model to GVSU President Mark
Murray for approval.
At the Dec. 3 Board of
Trustees meeting, Davis will ask
the board to approve the reor
ganization model. Winter and
spring semesters of 2004 will be
the implementation phases and
the model will be fully put into
place by July 1,2004.
“We have a small window to
get the best deans, which is right
around the beginning of winter
semester,” Davis said. “I’d like
the
decisions
made
in
December.
“I am dedicated to making
this the best Grand Valley we can
make it and I am going to do my
job, which is to make sure Grand
Valley becomes more well
known and an even higher-quali
ty university than it is now.”
For a complete look at the
proposed reorganization model
or to offer feedback to the com
mittee,
visit
www.gvsu.edu/reorganiz.ation/.

continued from page A1
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“I feel that the nursing and
School of Health (Professions)
would have much more impact
on the medical community. We
could also go beyond our com
munity approach to meet other
needs.”
The faculty members also
voiced concerns about the place
ment of curricula that go across
different fields of study and the
mechanics of what should be in
the University Center for
Interdisciplinary Research and
Teaching Initiatives.
Steve Glass a professor in
the movement science depart
ment summed up the faculty’s
concerns when he said, “The
structure of the reorganization
looks like it has a lot of prob
lems internally that need to be
worked out.
“Many don’t want to get
thrown in one big pile [in the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences! where they have to
uork
j&f*
Ixmling
l,)i
resources, he said.
Davis acknowledged the
holes in the proposed model, but
said they were questions that
could be worked out later.
“It is not like this is new”
she said. “People have been
looking at this here for eight
years. I am not willing to spend

ASL
continued from page A2
cate, at least on a basic level,
with deaf consumers and
clients,” Van Broekhoven said.
“There is also a need in the deaf
community for hearing people
that understand the deaf experi
ence, respect the cultural lin
guistic barriers, and offer appro
priate
empowering, not
enabling, support.”
For eight to 10 years, the

NIGHT
continued from page A7

The Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sciences
Student, Alumni, and Community Open House

The Cook-DeVoa Center for
Health Sciences
Student, Alumni, and
Community Open House
Saturday. September 20. 2003
12 noon — 4:00 pm
301 Michigan NE
RSVP: (616) 331-6806
or gvufound@gvsu.edu
• Building Tours
• laboratory Demonstrations
• Refreshments

Join us as we celebrate the opening of one of the country's premier

numbers

students seemed to he having a
good time just hanging out,
playing fuse ball, video games,
and pool and just having fun ”
Vandenburg said.
The next event is Sept. 12
and 13. On Sept. 12, the sorority
Alpha Sigma Alpha will be fea
tured in the hot spot. ASA is co
hosting a hip-hop dance with the
Multicultural Affairs depart
ment, the Wellness Center and
Recreation Services.

Student Senate has been trying
to get this survey and program
up and running and both Gates
and Van Broekhoven believe it
is time for West Michigan to
become more involved with the
deaf community and their needs.
“The need is there, we just
have to respond to it,” Gates
said.
The survey will be accessi
ble on the front page of
Blackboard when students log in
Sept. 11 through Sept. IS.
The dance is following the
one-hour “how to” clinic.
The events are usually free,
hut if an organization is spon
soring a special event, there may
be a small fee.
On Sept. 19, Delta Sigma
Phi, will be featured in the hot
spot and three bands, as well as
a GVSU band, will be playing in
Kirkhof for the event.
Students can check the
events
Web
Site
at:
www.events.gvsu.edu for infor
mation on campus events or call
(616) 331-2345.

centers for healthcare education and research.
The S57.I million Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sciences in
downtown Grand Rapids brings all of Grand Valley s health-related
programs together in one state-of-the-art facility. TTie world-class
Center serves as a catalyst for unique partnerships with area

WANTED

hospitaLs, research organizations such as the Van Andel Institute, and
health care practitioners that create advanced learning opportunities
for students. The entire region will benefit from the development ot

Also, see more than 300 pieces of
art permanently on display

more skilled and experienced health care professionals.

flnrfaryr available in the Spectrum East Lot.

Celebrate excellence at Grand Valley State University. For more

adjocmt to the Cook-DeVos Center far

information about the Cook-DeVos C.enter lor Health Sciences,

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is hiring a downtown editor
and staff writers for all
sections.

Health Sciences. Shuttle sennets also
available from the Allendale campus.

call 331-5800 or visit www.gvsu.edu/healthsciences.

GrandUlley
State University

Please fill out an
application at 100
Commons.

www.gvsu.edu/heakhsciences
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Lakers pull off 9-6 win in overtime
Matt Rose
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Courtesy of California Aggie / Arlen Abraham

Aggie quarterback Ryan Flanigan, right, is taken down during Sept. 6 game by Aaron Hein of the Grand Valley State Lakers. The Lakers won the game in
overtime, 9-6.

The Lakers packed their bags
and their game and headed off to
the West Coast to take on the
University of Califomia-Davis
Aggies in a tense and classic
season opener for GVSU foot
ball.
The star of the game was not
quarterback Cullen Finnerty, nor
running
back
Michael
Tennessee, but kicker David
Hendrix. He stole the show, and
the game from the Aggies, with
a game-winning 28-yard field
goal. Hendrix scored all nine
points for the Lakers, while
opposing kicker Dusty Apocotos
scored all six points for the
Aggies.
Each team made successful
drives throughout the first quar
ter, but it was the strong defense
that led to the 9-6 GVSU win.
In the opening quarter, the
Aggies struck first with a 49yard field goal by Apocotos.
The Lakers put together a
drive of their own midway
through the second quarter, tak
ing them down to the two-yard
line. However, on fourth down,
Finnerty fumbled in the end
zone and the Aggies defense
recovered the ball.
The Lakers rebounded by
tying the game with a 26-yard
field goal before halftime. The
tying kick was made possible by
an interception by Scott Mackey.
The Lakers defense was a
force to be reckoned with, as
they sacked Aggies quarterback
Ryan Flanigan five times, three
of which were by junior Marcus
Spencer resulting in minus 21
yards.

In the second half, both
teams added another field goal,
but it was Aggies kicker
Apocotos who made the play of
the game for UC-Davis.
After a 16 play, 65-yard
drive by the Aggies, Apocotos
hit a 33-yard field goal to send
the game into overtime.
The last time GVSU scored
without a touchdown was in
1993 against Indiana (Pa.) in
which the Lakers lost 34-3.
In overtime GVSU won the
coin toss and selected to have
the ball second. The game once
again became a battle of the
kickers.
On the first possession in
overtime, the Lakers held the
Aggies to another field goal
attempt, but Apocotos missed
his shot at glory by kicking the
ball wide left. This meant that
GVSU needed a field goal to
win the game.
On its possession, GVSU
attempted a pass which ended up
being a Finnerty scramble for a
first down. Two running plays
later Hendrix was set up for the
game-winning 29-yard field
goal, and also his 13 consecutive
converted attempt.
“This was a tremendous
win,” assistant head coach and
offensive coordinator Jeff Quinn
said. “You always want to start
the season out with a great win,
against quality opposition like
UC-Davis.”
Quinn believes the win has
brought a lot of confidence to
the team, which will hopefully
continue throughout the rest of
the season.
The Lakers take the stage
next week at home versus rival
Ferris State University at 7 p.m.

Grand Valley alumni still dream of NFL career
Ken Wisniewski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Countless critics believe that
football players from Division-II
programs haven’t faced quality
competition and are incapable of
competing in the NFL.
Former Grand Valley State
University football standouts
wide receiver David Kircus and
quarterback Curt Anes are trying
to prove those critics wrong.
“You think it’s going to be a

mind-blowing experience and
there are so many different perks
in the NFL,” Anes said about the
move to the NFL. “As far as the
football playing goes, you’re
still playing football. Everybody
is just a little faster and a little
bit bigger. But it’s nothing that I
can’t handle and it’s nothing that
David can’t handle either. I’m
just as well prepared coming out
of Grand Valley as I would of
coming out of Michigan, I truly
believe that.”
Being on the GVSU football

team
not
only gave
Kircus the
ability
to
display his
talent, but a
chance
to
grow as a
leader. “I’ve
learned a lot
at
Grand
Valley from

(head)

Anes

coach
(Brian) Kelly and the other

coaches out
there",”
Kircus said.
“They’ve
taught me
how to be a
leader and
the leader
ship skills
that
are
needed
to
lead
a
Kircus
team.”
Kircus
beat the odds when he heard his

name called in the 2003 NFL

Draft when the Detroit Lions
selected him with the second
pick in the 6th round (175 over
all).
Anes anxiously waited as
each
round
passed
by.
Disappointed, but not discour
aged, he still felt there was an
opportunity. Shortly after the
draft in April, the Lions picked
up Anes off the free agency
wires.
Going into camp the Lions’
quarterback rotation consisted of

Joey Harrington as t^jOarter,
Mike McMahon zls
veteran Ty Detmer at No. 3.
Anes, going into the preseason
knew, unless someone got
injured, he had very little chance
of making the roster.
The same could be said
about the wide receiver position.
The acquisition of Shawn
Jefferson from free agency and
the drafting of Michigan State
star Charles Rogers in the 20()3
PLEASE SEE NFL, B3

Volleyball goes 3-1 during busy weekend game schedule
Angela Gower
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Harrah
Sdphomonre Katie Horvath dives for the ball during last weekend's volleyball

game.

Other
news

The Laker volleyball team
hosted the Days Inn Classic and
had a busy schedule last week
end.
In the first match, last Friday,
the No. 11 ranked Lakers took a
loss in a close game against No.
24 Wheeling Jesuit University.
“We struggled a little bit in
the first game,” assistant coach
Kristy Kale said, “It was the first
game at home for us.”
Wheeling Jesuit took the first
game but that did not stop the
Lakers from coming back and
winning the next two, 30-27 and
30-16.
The match was then tied up
after another win by Wheeling,
who then rallied for a 15-10 win
over Grand Valley State
University in the last game.
Freshman Megan Helsen led
the GVSU team with 19 kills, 18
digs and 47 total attacks. Molly
Young added a team high 23
digs.
In an exciting first match on
Saturday, GVSU tallied a win
against the Wisconsin Parkside
team.
GVSU got off to a good start
winning the first game 30-13. In
a tight battle, Wisconsin
Parkside took the second game
30-27.
The Lakers took the last two
games, winning the match 3-1 in
an impressive showing.
Tracey Kirk tallied 17 kills,
40 total attacks, and six digs

Downtown
Grand Valley is hosting Autumn Health
Forums at its new Health Sciences building
through October. Presentations will discuss
issues facing the U.S. health community.

p
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Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Harrah

Grand Valley State women’s volleyball team celebrates after winning its second match last weekend.

leading the GVSU team; while
Megan Helsen added a team
high 10 digs.
The second match proved to
be no problem for the Lakers,
winning 3-0 over AldersonBroaddus 30-11, 30-19 and 3010.
The Lakers were led by Leah
Kunz with 37 assists and four
digs. Kelsey Schuiteman record
ed seven kills, 15 total attacks
and three service aces.
GVSU chalked up another
win against 13 North Alabama,

winning 3-0 in the last match on
Sunday.
The Lions battled hard, but
the Lakers came out on top win
ning 30-24, 30-24 and 30-26.
Senior Sabrina Bird led
GVSU on Sunday posting 11
kills, 17 total attacks, four
blocks and a .529 attack percent
age.
“Sabrina’s been a great play
er for us,” Kale said. “She’s a
dynamic hitter and blocker, and
is also a good leader for the team
which takes the pressure off the

younger players.”
With the season record now
improved to 6-2, the GVSU vol
leyball team looks forward to the
season ahead of it.
“I think the loss woke us up,
we did well on Sunday, and
hopefully we will continue to do
better," Kale said.
After going 3-1 over the
weekend, the Lakers will look
for revenge on Friday in Ft.
Mitchell, Kentucky, where they
will meet Wheeling in a
rematch.

A&E
Preparation is already underway for the GVSU Theatre
performance of Shakespeare's King Henry Part I. The
play is part of the university's Shakespeare Festival,
which has been named one of the top 100 to see the
classical works performed.
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GVSU changes tailgating policies

Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Lions are undefeated!
Steve Marriucci for presi
dent! Detroit is Super Bowl
bound! Not so fast.
Yes, the Lions won Sunday
afternoon. Yes, Joey Harrington
threw a career-high four touch
down passes. Yes, Charles
Rogers caught four passes, two
for touchdowns. Yes, the Lion
secondary got scorched by
rookie Anquan Boldin for over
200 hundred yards and three
touchdowns.
What? Who?
The Lions created a superstar on Sunday. Unfortunately,
he wasn’t wearing Honolulu
Blue and Silver.
Anquan Boldin, a secondround draft pick that nobody,
outside of Phoenix had ever
heard of, ripped the Lions for
10 catches and 217 yards.
Oh yeah, that sets a new
record for an NFL debut.
While everybody is in a rush
to proclaim a new era in Lions
football has begun, the talent
from the old era still lingers and
is just as sorry as ever.
Give the Lions credit. The
brass has begun to make the
personnel changes that losing
teams need to make.
They signed Dan “Big
Daddy” Wilkinson and, along
with third-year lineman Shaun
Rogers, helped stuff all-time
leading rusher Emmitt Smith to
64 yards on 13 carries.
They traded for Olandis
Gary after starting running back
James Stewart went on the IR
for the year.
Gary, a former 2(MH)-yard
rusher for Denver, only man
aged 44 yards on 12 attempts,
but had only a week to learn the
playbook. Behind an offensive
line making steady strides,
Gary could make Stewart a for
gotten memory.

GRAND VAUIY LANTNORN

And they signed Dre Bly to
shore up a secondary that has
been a ragged bunch of jour
neymen since...have the Lions
ever had a good secondary?
And therein lies the problem
with these Lions. As Sunday
showed, this is a team that is
young, has some talent, has a
coach, but has no one who can
guard against wide-outs.
In the third quarter of last
Sunday's game. Fox color ana
lyst Tim Green referred to
Boldin as Terrell Owens.
Anquan Boldin?!
Imagine what the Lions are
going to do when they meet
Randy Moss. Twice.
The Lions face Brett Farve
and the Green Bay Packers this
week. Now with Farve's No. I
target. Donald Driver, likely
out, Farve will have to find
someone else to throw to.
But considering that Jeff
Blake was able to throw for 363
yards on 28 of 46 passing,
Farve should throw for no less
than 500 yards against the
Lions so-called pass prevention.
The Lions know that Joey
Harrington isn't going to toss four
TD's a game. He's not going to be
able to put up numbers that rival
those of Farve. Jeff Garcia, Peyton
Manning or Rich Gannon.
He is going to make the
mistakes that second-year quar
terbacks make.
That's when Gary is going
to have to pick up yardage.
That's when Wilkinson and
Rogers are going to have to get
to the opposing backs.
That's when Dre Bly and his
secondary are going to need to
be able to stop a third down
without getting flagged for pass
interference.
When that happens, that's
when the Lions will be able to
talk about a Super Bowl.

MOTMAN'S

No alcohol is allowed out
side the tailgate areas.
No alcohol on campus
grounds unless in a cooler or in
a sealed container destined for
the tailgate area.
While many will be drink
ing, Director of Student Life
Bob Stoll wants students to
Rich McGowan
know that tailgating is not just
Grand Valley Lanthorn
about beer.
“Tailgating does not neces
When the Laker football
sarily need to mean alcohol,” he
team opens its home schedule
said. “It’s usually what's
this weekend the long-standing
tradition of tailgating will be in thought of about tailgating. It
can be coming out and having a
strong effect.
__________ barbecue
with
However,
and
fami
friends
this year tailly”
Tailgating
gaters will have
For those who
to
observe
will be drinking,
some new poli does not
campus
police
cies set by the necessarily need
will be issuing
Office
of
for viola
Student Life.
to mean alcohol. citations
tors of the open
Tai Igaters’
containers
and
usual area by It's usually
consumption of
the
tennis ivhat's thought of
alcohol on cam
courts is now
pus grounds poli
off limits.
about tailgating. cies.
All
those
No underage
wishing to par
BOB STOLL drinking will be
ticipate in tailDirector of Student Life tolerated, All tailgating before
gaters drinking
and after the
are asked to have
game must do so either in Lots
identification.
C, ForG.
Campus police will be random
Parking
policies
have ly checking those who appear to
changed. Parking in Lots C, C
be underage for identification.
West and F will set fans back $3
Those who choose to drink
and oversized vehicles —RV's, are asked not only to have I.D.,
cargo trucks, and vehicle over but must also respect the rights
20 feet long —will be charged
of those who choose not to
$6.
drink, and to select a designated
As for alcohol regulations, driver.
the Office of Student Life asks
All tailgaters must clean up
tai Igaters to remember there are after themselves.
no kegs, party balls, pooling or
Tailgating will be permitted
any mass purchase of alcohol. for three hours leading up to
No glass containers are permit kickoff and one hour after the
ted.
end of the game. There is to be
The office asks that all bev no tailgating during the game or
erages be in an aluminum can, at halftime.
plastic bottle or paper/plastic
No one is allowed to stay
cups.

■ Office of Student
Life sets new policies
concerning activity
before, aftergames

ii----------------
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PIZZA

0-2717 Riverhill Dr.
Just 1 mile East of the GVSU Campus
MOlJfifl
Great Tasting
Homegrown Apples Picked
Right From Our Trees.

14" Pizza

with I topping

$4.95

NOW OPEN!!
Hours:

677-1525
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Sports Quiz

AP Top 25
Coaches Polls

by Chris Riche reck
1. Entering the 2003 season,
who was the only member
of the 500-homer club to
not reach the World Series
during his career?
2. Which major-league
player won a gold glove
and his league’s batting title
in the same season four
times during his career?
3. In 1945, Philadelphia’s
Steve Van Buren became
the First player to lead the
NFL in rushing yards and
scoring in the same season.
Who was the second person
to do this?
4. Name the last Big 12
team to win the Division I
NCAA men’s basketball
championship.
5. How many times in NHL
history has a playoff team
eliminated the top two conference seeds in the same
year?
6. Who recorded the fastest
qualifying lap in NASCAR
history?
7. Who are the only two
unseeded players to win a
Wimbledon men’s singles
title?

/. Ernie Banks played 19
seasons without a World
Series appearance.
2. Roberto Clemente (1961,
‘64, ‘65, ‘67).
3. Cleveland's Jim Brown in
1958.
*«•

Farm Fresh Produce, At Great Prices!

8am - 7pm
Closed Sunday

Tailgating to continue to be a
staple at every GVSU home
game.
“Tailgating is a part of col
legiate football tradition. If
done right it can add a lot to the
college experience.”

Answers

PEPPINO'S

FARM MARKET

at the tailgating site during the
game, all tailgaters must
attend the game or leave the
area.
Though the policies may
change from time to time Stoll
said
GVSU
can
expect

04647 Lake Michigan Drive - Allendale
(across from Grand Valley State University)

Show your College I.D. and Receive 10%
off your purchase of $5.00 or more
Expires 5/31/04

895-4308

-'Mi

5. Once — the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks did it in
2003.
6. Bill Elliott recorded a lap
of 212.809 mph at the
Winston 500 at Talladega
(Ala.) in 1987.
7. Boris Becker in 1985 and
Goran Ivanisevic in 2001.

Have a drinking problem?

2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
14)
34)
24)
2-0
2-0
1-0
24)
2-0
2-0
1-0
14)
2-0
2-0
1-1
2-0
1-1
2-0
2-0
1-1
2-0

DIVISION II
1. GRAND VALLEY ST.
2. VALDOSTA ST.
3. CARSON-NF.WMAN
4. INDIANA
5. SAGINAW VALLEY ST.
6. ST. CLOUD ST.
7. PITTSBURG ST.
8. CENTRAL MISSOURI ST.
9. MINNESOTA-DULUTH
10. CATAWBA
11. BLOOMSBURG
12. CHADRON ST.
13. TX. A&M-KINGSV1LI.E
14. TUSKEGEE
15. CENTRAL ARKANSAS
16. SOUTHERN ARKANSAS
17. FAYETTEVILLE ST.
18. NW MISSOURI ST.
19. NORTH DAKOTA
20. NORTH DAKOTA ST.
21. CENTRAL WASH.
22. WINONA ST.
23. FINDLAY
24. NEBRASKA OMAHA
25. TARLF.TON ST.

1-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
14)
1-0
1-0
0-1
1-1
1-0
14)
1-0
0-1
1-0
2-0
1-1
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1 •

FIND OUR FAKE AD
AND WIN AN ADVANCE
SCREENING FOR THE
MOVIE UNDERWORLD

This site can help you find out:
www.alcoholscreening.org

At GVSU, a small minority •(3i5%)
have 12 or more drinks per week,
sufficient to*lower their GPA by
points, for example, from 4.0 to

• •*

4. No Big 12 team has ever
won the championship.
Conference member Kansas
won the title in 1988 when
the Big 12 was the Big
Eight.

DIVISION I
1. OKLAHOMA (47)
2. MIAMI FLA (2)
3. OHIO ST (8)
4. USC (4)
5. MICHIGAN (2)
6. TEXAS
7. KANSAS ST
8. GEORGIA
9. VIRGINIA TECH
10. FLORIDA ST
11. PITTSBURGH
12. LSU
13. TENNESSEE
14. WISCONSIN
15. NOTRE DAME
16. ARIZONA ST
17. COLORADO
18. NEBRASKA
19. FLORIDA
20. WAKE FOREST
21. WASHINGTON
22. TCU
23. IOWA
24. NO CAROLINA
25. SOUTH CAROLINA

of undergraduates
which is
two or more grade
2.0 or lower.

FOLLOW DIRECTIONS
ON THE AD AND WIN
A PASS FOR TWO

If this sounds like you, you may want to find
out whether your drinking patterns are sate,
risky or harmful.

SCREEN OEMS

AND

To assess your drinking patterns
Call: NY Mike @ 331.8545 or 240-7179 (cell)
Nancy
@ 331.3221

Grand Valley
lanthorn
INVITE YOU
AND A GUEST
TO AN ADVANCE |
SCREENING OF

OR
Attend: Scheduled 12-Step Meeting (Allendale)
M&F:
3:00PM
104 Kirkpatrick Living Center
TWTH 6:00pm
Cook DeWitt Conference Room
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Tennis takes tough loss to Ferris
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthom

Grand Valley Lanthom ! Brad K/osmitI

Laura Sukup returns a volley in a match against GRCC last week

To say the Grand Valley
Slate University's women's ten
nis team had a disappointing
weekend would be an under
statement .
With little practice time and
a tough opponent, the Lakers fell
9-0 at Ferris State last Saturday.
“This was our first regular
season match,” head coach John
Black said. “We had a very short
preseason. Our players played
well, but because we had so lit
tle preparation time and we
played a team at that high a
level. It's very difficult.”
The day started out rough as

the doubles teams of Nikki
Fairehild/l^aura Sukup, and Kim
VanSprange/Natalie Pallet fell by
scores of 6-8, and 2-8 respectively.
The No. 1 doubles team of
Allison
Koopssen/Marie
Cameron lost a tough match 89(2), despite Cameron suffering
an undisclosed injury.
“She was able to tough it out
through the rest of the doubles
match,” Black said. "But she
had to pull out of her singles
match.”
From there the problem con
tinued to snowball for the
Lakers. After Cameron defaulted
her first singles match Fairchild
was beat in the second singles 06,5-7.

Koopsen put up a fight in the
third, winning the only set for
GVSU, but ended up losing her
match 6-3, 5-7,4-6.
VanSprange lost her fourth
match 2-6, 1-6, Sukup fell in the
fifth 3-6, 1-6, and Zanobia Zyen
lost the sixth by a score of 2-6,
3-6.
Despite the scoreboard Black
was pleased with what he saw. "I
thought we played well in tin.* dou
bles, they're a very strong team,” he
said. “I would have liked to pull out
one or two of the doubles. But
when we play them again in the
future, we'll have to make a few
adjustments and I will like our
chances.”
The Lakers look to rebound

at home against Hillsdale today
at 3 p.m. Black also said that his
team can’t afford to dwell on its
loss, and needs to look ahead.
"Going into the match we
knew they were going to be
tough," she said. “But you have to
put it behind you and move on.”
Though the Lakers would
have liked to begin the season on
a high note Back said the season
is still young and the Lakers still
have the opportunity to have a
strong year.
"The seniors need to be big
for us." he said. “We have three
seniors and I expect them to be
leaders. If we stay healthy —and
avoid any major injuries—we
should have a good season.”

I

Alumni get chance to run again at trials
Rich McGowan
;GramI Valley Lanthom

The Grand Valley State
University cross country teams
got a treat last week as they held
their annual Alumni Open Time
'Trials last Thursday.
;
Every year cross country
alumni are welcomed to practice
with the team and reconnect
with their roots. "There is no
routine but they enjoy it, it gives
[them an idea of where the pro
gram is at and where we're

going,” head coach Jerry Baltes
said.
Though the presence of
alumni is a welcome addition to
practice Baltes stressed the need
to stay focused.
“It's really just a glorified
practice it's between a race and a
practice,” he said. “It may be a
bit more focused, but really it's a
continuation of what were
working on. Some track kids
came out and watched. It’s a step
up from a practice, but pretty
low key.”
As for the alumni who came

out, a few competed and others
came back to visit and to watch.
The men ran six miles, the
first four at a steady pace and the
last two at the best of their abili
ty. The women ran four. "Some
run just for the first couple,
some run for the last couple,
they run whatever they feel they
can do," assistant coach Matt
Murray said.
Baltes also said both teams
have to get over the injury bug.
“Both sides have a few people
banged up with nagging injuries.
But Mark Terpstra has hx>ked

very strong and Nick Polk, a
freshman, has looked very strong.
We have a nice tandem there. We
just need to get healthy.”
The women's team is also
expected to have a strong year.”
On the women's side Krista
O'Dell and Jeanette Seckinger
have looked very fit. We'll be all
right.”
The cross country season
begins this Friday at the Aquinas
Open at Riverside Park, Grand
Rapids, at 5 p.m.

GVSU golf teams link up good season start

Grand Valley Lantliorn

Brad Klosncr

Golfers practice on the driver’s range at The Meadows golf course. The
men's team won its first tournament of the season by three strokes.

Angela Gower
• Gram! Valley Lantliorn

Both the men’s and women's
golf teams for Grand Valley
State University played in tour
naments last weekend.

The men’s team, making its
first appearance of the season, at
the
Northern
Michigan
Invitational in Ishpiming, made
its presence known, winning the
tournament by three strokes over
Wisconsin Parkside.

On Saturday the Lakers had
an outstanding day finishing
with a team score of 301.
Sunday. GVSU followed that
performance w ith another strong
finish with a score of 303, with a
winning total score of 604.
Freshman Kyle Murphy and
junior Kevin Kremcr were both
impressive as they finished with
a score of 75 on Saturday and 72
on Sunday. They teed off for a
five-hole playoff, with Murphy
taking first.
GVSU's Erik Wilutis tied for
seventh in the tournament shoot
ing a 76-75 for a total of 151.
The women’s team followed
up its success at the Ferris State
Invitational and the Laker Fall
Classic two weeks ago with a
third place finish at Ball State
University last weekend in
Muncie, Indiana.
The tournament brought
together Division II schools
from around the region as well
as some from Division I as well.
“I was very pleased with
how we played,” head coach
Laurie Stinson said. “It was our

first time playing with a lot of
Division I teams and we really
responded well.”
The Lakers posted a team
score of 310 the first day, and
307 the second, with a total of
617 for the weekend, setting a
new team low.
“Some of the girls got off to
a rough start, but we hung in
there and pulled off some good
scores,” Stinson said.
Melissa Snefler finished sec
ond overall playing extremely
well, both Saturday —with a
score of 75—and Sunday —with
a score of 71—setting a new
school record. She Finished with
a total score of 146, setting
another school record for her
two-day total. Kristi Vienneau
and Melissa Riegle tied for 19
place.
The GVSU Golf teams play
again next weekend with the
men's team heading to Big
Rapids for the Ferris State
Invitational and then returning
home to host the GVSU
Invitational. The women’s team
will play Bowling Green.

2003 GVSU Laker football
Courtesy of Sports Information

Grand Valley State
University's 2003
football team
poses on Media
Day at Lubbers
Stadium.

[continued from page B1
•
;draft. left Kircus with close to no
'chance to make the team.
On the final day of cuts,
'Kircus was released in order to
•get the roster down to the NFL
mandatory 53. I>css than 24
hours after he had been released
.by the Lions, he was re-signed to
\;a spot on the practice squad.
‘Knowing that the competition is
I intense, he's aware of the areas
I in which he needs to improve.
|
“They're teaching me a lot
everyday. I learn something new
[everyday,” Kircus said about being
[the understudy to veterans like Bill
•Schroeder and Az Zahir Hakim.
!
Jf a receiver was to go down
[with an injury, Kircus would
-likely be the first player to
replace him.
“I’ve got to work on every
thing, I’ve got to run routes betiter, block better and catch every
'.ball," Kircus said. “Being on the
•practice squad. I’ve got to show
.'that I'm improving every day, I
[cunt just say that I want to.”
• / Ancs and Kircus said they
tfeel the reason why they weren't
.'given ample playing time during
[the prescason. was most likely

that the Lions didn’t want other
teams in the league to see their
potential, and allowing them to
be signed by another team.
“It’s a business; just like any
other business they make deci
sions every day,” Anes said.
“Whether it’s not to showcase
our abilities because they believe
and they feel that we could be
around in the next couple of
years to help their program out,
then they’re not going to show
us. If we get picked up they don’t
have anybody to fall back on."
After getting released Anes
wasted no time in deciding on
what his next step would be: NFL
Europe. “I’m definitely going to
go over there and play. I think it
will be a good experience for me.
I’ll be able to get out there and
play and see the world, it looks
like I’ll be in Barcelona."
“We’re going to have to be
patient with it and things will
work out in the end,” Anes said.
“We’ve just got to stay positive
and focused.
He knows that if one of the
quarterbacks goes down with an
injury he will be signed on as the
team’s No. 3.
“I was told that I was going to
be resigned in January,” Anes

Grand Valley l antliorn / Archives
Jenny Swalec avoids a University of Missouri opponent during a 2002 sea
son soccer game, which the Lakers lost 2-1.

GVSU women’s soccer kicks
off season with big goals
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthom

The Grand Valley State
University women's soccer team
went west last weekend for a
three games in a four-day tour of
California.
The Lakers,ranked No. I6 in
the nation, started the weekend
out right with a 2-0 victory over
Cal State Chico last Thursday.
All-American
sophomore
Mirela Tutundzic scored on a
penalty kick after being tripped
from behind on a breakaway.
Jordan Stevenson added an
insurance goal late in the second
half with an assist from Katie
Rozun.
Goalkeeper Melissa Henson
made five stops in the shutout.
“I think it was important to
start the trip off with a successful
game,” head coach David
Dilanni said. “And they're also a
good team, and we're still a
young team at a national level.”
The next day GVSU crushed
Dominican with a score of 9-0.
"Dominican is a newer team,
still very, very young," Dilanni
said. “In the second half we
made some changes, changed
the pace of the game a little bit.
and the ball went in the net.”
Liz Aceto, who scored three
goals, led the Lakers. Tutundzic
scored twice and added an assist.
April Raynovich had three
helpers: Jenny Swalec had a
goal and an assist, Erin Spika,
Jeanna Falduto and Shannon
Carrier each had a goal, while
Jaclyn Lange added an assist.
Though offense was plenti
ful, Dilanni said Aceto stood out
with her three goals.
“Liz is somebody who comes
off the bench, works hard, know s
her role and does it well. She's

probably our truest goal scorer.
She's only had three shots this
year and she's scored on all three.
She's needs to create more
chances for herself because she is
successful. 1 am happy that we
can get that kind of contribution
from Liz off the bench.”
To close out its weekend the
Lakers visited the No. 18 ranked
Sari Francisco State.
The game remained scoreless
until late in the second half when
San
Francisco's
Kristine
Marbach scored what would be
the game-winner. Henson made
four saves in the 1 -0 loss. Though
the Lakers fired 10 shots, they
couldn't avoid being shut out.
"We had a lot of shots. In
general we've had a lot of shots
and have had trouble scoring
this year.” Dilanni said. "We're
producing a lot of chances were
just have trouble scoring.”
As for the travel taking a toll
on the team. Dilanni acknowl
edged the team was tired but
wouldn't use that as an excuse.
"I'm sure it did |play a factor in
the loss). The mental fatigue, the
physical fatigue, it was our fifth day
out there but San Francisco State is
a good team, the score was more
indicative of the competition.”
After going 2-1 on the West
Coast swing the Lakers are 3-1
overall for the season and are
eagerly looking forward to
meeting high expectations.
“Our goal is a conference
championship. We were second
last year, we want to win. we're
a very good team, and we're a
little further along than I thought
we would be at this time. We’re
getting better everyday.”
The women's soccer team
plays Saturday and Sunday in
West Virginia against West
Virginia
Wesleyan
and
Charleston.
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No. 17 Anes (left) and No. 87 Kircus watch in on a discussion between
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coach and two players. Both Laker alumni were cut from the Lions.

said. “I'll be playing NFL Europe
regardless of what happens
throughout the season, even if I
get called back to the Lions
because of injury reasons."
In the meantime, Anes isn’t
going to sit around and wait, he
plans on working out and stay
ing in shape. In addition to his

workouts he will be on the side
lines helping the GVSU quarter
backs on coverage's and defen
sive reads.
The NFL Europe season
opens on the first weekend of
April and it finishes off with the
World Bowl in the middle of
June.
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New lots don’t resolve Pew parking issues
t

■ Allendale is not the
only GV campus with
shortages of space in
its parking lots
Thomas Armantrout
Grand Valley Lanthom
Students driving to Grand
Valley State University's Pew
campus may discover difficulty
in finding a place to park.
“We have parking problems
everywhere
this
year
Allendale, DeVos and CHS,"
said Timothy Schad, vice
president for Finance and
Administration. "In general, we
are feeling the pinch of being
100 percent full.”
GVSU has made efforts to
improve the parking situation
downtown, but the campus is
still behind in providing
sufficient parking to the students
commuting downtown.
“We will soon know the exact
number of additional students
taking classes downtown, but for
starters, there are 1 .(XX) students
at CHS who need a place to
park,” Schad said. “The
downtown spaces are being
leased from the city at $20 per
space per month, but will only
help us temporarily.”
“We added some [parking
spaces) in the DeWitt lot and in
Dash 9,” Schad said, “but not
enough to keep up with demand."
“Parking was increased by
over 500 university owned spots
and an additional 252 leased
spots,” said Lisa Haynes,
director of Operations, Pew
Campus and Regional Centers.

But, Haynes added, “We are
very tight on parking.”
“In addition our buses are full
to overflowing," Schad said.
The
decreasing
parking
situation is the result of different
factors. Increasing enrollment
has increased need and the
university's state budget cut also
affected the situation.
“Because we knew our budget
was being cut by the state, we
did not put money into new
parking areas this past year like
we should have,” Schad said.
“So we are trying to get by as
best we can without spending
much money.”
“More students puts pressure
on existing parking,” said Andy
Beachnau. director of Housing
and Health Services.
Both commuting students and
resident students have problems
with the troubled parking, but
Beachnau says residents are
provided sufficient parking in
reserved lots.
“Residents have two reserved
lots: Secchia and Watson," said
Beachnau. “It is similar to
Allendale with reserved lots for
resident students near where
they live."
“We have more than enough
parking.” said Albert Samuels, a
Secchia Hall resident assistant.
Together. Secchia and Watson
provide resident students with
693 parking spaces. Secchia,
closer to the resident halls,
possesses 170 of those spaces.
Secchia residents, however,
have several problems with their
parking situation. A common
objection is the reservation of
the new Mt. Vernon Lot for
commuting students.
Mt.
Vernon, possessing 331 parking
spaces, is closer to Secchia Hall

and downtown student residency
than Watson.
"It's kind of a pain.” said Chris
Wood, a senior resident of
Secchia Hall, referring to the
longer walk required when
parking in Watson. “I'm kind of
upset with its |Pew’s) parking."
"It’s a lot better than last year,”
said Stacie Gryzenia. a sophomore
resident of Secchia. However,
Gryzenia also noted the distances
some commuters were required to
walk to reach the academic
buildings at Pew campus.
“I think there should be
parking closer to the buildings,"
she said.
Samuels, however, said the
walk to Watson is not much
farther than Mt. Vernon and
doesn't believe the issue to be
that much trouble.
“I don’t really see it as a big
problem," he said.
Before Mt. Vernon was
obtained by GVSU, it was just a
gravel lot and Watson was the
original overflow lot for resident
students. After Mt. Vernon was
converted to GVSU parking, it
was designated as a commuter
and faculty lot.
“I think that’s the main reason
we use Watson instead of Mount
Vernon,”
said
Samuels,,
explaining that GVSU simply
didn't make a formal change in
purpose regarding the Watson
lot.
Another problem Secchia
residents are aware of is the
number of students parking in
reserved lots where they don't
belong. Of all the downtown
parking, Secchia is the only lot
which requires a card access.
“I think we should have our
swipe cards to get in,” said
Danielle Snell, a sophomore
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Even with a few new lots, parking problems still plague GVSU's Pew Campus. Some Secchia Hall residents
complain that tighter control on access to the lots would help end some of their parking woes.

transfer student from Baker
College of Flint and a resident of
Secchia Hall.
Snell said she believes swipe
cards
would
discourage
improper parking and cut down
on students parking in lots
designated for other purposes.
The problem of students’
unlawful parking has increased
because no one is ticketed when
the event occurs, she said.
“I think they should enforce
the rules," Snell said. “Nobody’s
going to believe what they
|reservation rules| say because
nobody’s getting ticketed.”
Once resident students possess
their own passes, however,
Samuels said, “I do believe
they'll start ticketing."
He said a crackdown on

unlawful
parking
would
probably start sometime the
second week of September.
There are also other security
plans for downtown lots,
including the possibility of
security cameras for the lots.
“It is something we are
exploring for housing lots,” said
Beachnau.
Currently all the lots arc open to
the possibility of security cameras.
"1 don't think they’re looking
for one lot more than [another),”
Samuels said.
An additional security offered
students is an escort service for
students going to their cars after
dark. Students interested in
obtaining this service should call
(616) 331-6677.
Despite these provisions.

parking downtown is still
difficult for students.
Haynes said the current
parking was sufficient “as long
as people continue to use the
campus connector, CHS express
and off-campus apartment
shuttle.”
“Next year will get much
worse with more students, more
faculty and more classes being
taught in GR and in Allendale,”
Schad warned.
“We are quickly approaching a
fork in the road,” he said. “We
can either find the money to
invest in more parking lots
[including more spaces in
Allendale and a ramp downtown)
and better transportation, or . . .
some people [will) spend as
much time looking for parking as
they do in class.”

Pew suffers shortage of
student life activities

Forum to
discuss
medical
issues

challenging now than last year,
*'*%?*'' despite the increase in the student
population downtown, given that
When it comes to comparing some activities which were a
Pew Campus with the Allendale staple in 2002-2003 will not be
Campus, in one respect- taking place this year. Last
activities—there
is
no academic year, the first Friday in
comparison. Allendale beats September was party night on
Pew Campus, with free hot dogs,
Pew Campus hands down,
“We don’t have a facility like soda and chips, followed by a
Kirkhof downtown,”
said concert in connection with the
Kayree Williams, graduate "Celebration on the Grand”
taking
place
in
assistant for Secchia and Winter festival
downtown
Grand
Rapids.
Halls on the Pew Campus, when
asked about the absence However, there was no Welcome
downtown of free movies and Back party this year for students
other events such as the “Friday on Pew Campus.
One Pew Campus official who
Night” fun and games which
take place weekly on the wished to remain anonymous
indicated that the Student Senate
Allendale Campus.
The Community Council for had cut off funding for the
Secchia and Winter Halls will September 2003 Welcome Back
address the issue of the lack of party, because it was felt that
activities on Pew Campus, there were enough events
taking
place
in
Williams said, noting that already
campus events will not be the downtown Grand Rapids for
GVSU students to attend.
focus of the new council.
However, Student Senate
“The Community Council will
President
Rachael Voorhees
be more oriented toward the
students living downtown and denied that her organization had
living center issues, rather than cut off funding for the Welcome
overall Pew Campus issues,” Back party.
“The last thing the Student
Williams said. “Most of the
Senate
would say is ‘We’re not
students living in Winter and
Secchia Halls are transfers or going to fund this concert,’” she
international students, with said. “Student organizations
about 20 or 30 freshmen added need to request funding.” Efforts
in. We need to help them get to reach Spotlight Productions
further
information
acclimated to the community for
regarding
the
absence
of the
and help them find things to do."
Finding things to do on Pew downtown Welcome Back
Campus may actually be more
PLEASE SEE LIFE, B5
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Paul Murray
Grand Valley Lanthom
Lay people as well as health
professionals
will
have
opportunities this fall to learn
more about issues facing the
health community during Grand
Valley
State
University’s
upcoming Autumn
Health
Forums.
“Absolutely, these forums are
for the public as well as for
health care providers,” said
Melissa Peraino, a GVSU
special programs representative.
“We are trying to bridge the gap
between the public and the
health care community.”
“We are partnering with the
Grand
Rapids
Medical
Education
and
Research
Center—MERC —to bring in
speakers,” said Diane Phelps,
Professional
&
Corporate
Services director.
The Autumn Health Forums
will discuss problems facing the
health community in the United
States as well as some of the
specific medical issues facing
patients. By way of example.

'

Nursing students gather in the new Health Services building. GVSU will host Autumn Health Forums at the facility,
and many speakers will touch on problems the U S. health community faces today.

Phelps drew attention to the Oct.
I presentation featuring Dr.
Donald Berwick, President and
CEO of the Institute for
Healthcare Improvement and
clinical professor of pediatrics
and health care policy at
Harvard Medical School.
“We’ve already got 40
registrations
for
Donald
Berwick’s speech.” Phelps said.
“Dr. Berwick will be discussing
how to redesign the health care
system in the U.S., from the
perspective
of
how
the
community gets involved in
health care.”
Issues
scheduled
for
discussion include hormone

replacement therapy for women
on Oct. 22, featuring Dr. Ann L.
Steiner,
associate
clinical
professor of obstetrics and
gynecology at the University of
Pennsylvania
School
of
Medicine.
The Autumn Health Forums for
2(X)3 actually commence with the
Open House for the dedication
ceremonies at the Cook-DeVos
Center for Health Sciences on
Sept. 15. At noon. Dr. Louis W.
Sullivan, President Emeritus of
the Morehouse School of
Medicine and former Secretary of
the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, will give a
presentation on “Challenges and

Opportunities in the Health
Professions for the New
Millenium.” Attendance at Dr.
Sullivan's speech is by invitation,
with RSVPs needing to have been
received by Sept. 10.
Further information regarding
the remaining Autumn Health
Forums sessions may be
obtained by calling (800) 6900314 or (616) 331-7180. The
forums are free and usually last
about one hour, Phelps said. The
speaker presentation generally
lasts about 40 minutes, followed
by a question and answer
session. Refreshments will be
PLEASE SEE FORUM, B5

Bus overcrowding a problem for students moving between Allendale and GR
Stefanie Caloia
Grand Valley Lanthom
Grand Valley State University
students riding the campus
connector bus this fall have
experienced crowded situations,
over-capacity buses and delays.
On Aug. 29, students riding the
eastbound campus connector
experienced all of those.
GVSU student Erica Byers
also had a bad experience. Byers
was waiting for bus #50 to take
her from the Kirkhof Center to
the downtown campus. “He (the
driver) looked right at me, but
let the other people on first"
Byers said. Even students who
arrived at the stop after she did
were let on first.
“Never in seven years have I
been discriminated against,"
said Byers, who is confined to a
wheelchair because she is
paralyzed. “This experience was
a first.”
Then the driver, who could
not be reached for comment,
told her there was no room for
her.
“He said nobody would
move from their seat.” Byers

said. She argued with him and
was finally let on. She kept
reading the signs that ask riders
to ‘please allow people with
disabilities to use these seats.’
After Byers boarded the bus,
the ramp for the wheelchair was
jammed and the bus could not
leave.
A second campus connector
bus pulled up and the driver.
Dean, got out to help the first
driver, but could not fix the
access ramp.
Passengers from the first bus,
including Byers, got on the second
bus which was quickly filled to
capacity. Byers was in tears over
the incident and apologized to
other riders for the delay.
Dean said that if there are
passengers
sitting
in
a
handicapped seat and a person in
a wheelchair wants to ride the
bus, the driver has to ask them to
move, but cannot make them if
they refuse. He said that riders,
especially students, are usually
willing to move.
The delay annoyed some of
the riders. Dean said one of the
passengers was a professor who
was upset about being late for his

class. He said he gained an
understanding of his students who
are late because of the bus. “It was
a good thing for him to be late
because of that lesson,” Dean said.
The second bus was so
crowded that Dean had to turn
away students waiting at the
Mackinac Hall stop on the
Allendale Campus. Byers called
the Rapid to report what had
happened to her and was told it
would be looked into.
Tony Purkal, Student Senate
vice president of Campus
Affairs, was very surprised to
hear about the incident. He said
problems with the buses come

up from time to time and should
be reported to him or Lisa
Haynes, director of Operations
at the Pew Campus. They can
then report the problems to the
Rapid.
This year is the first time
three buses run every hour. In
past years there had been only
two. Purkal said. He said having
the bus run every 20 minutes has
helped some, but overcrowding
has been such a problem this fall
that more buses were added last
week. A ‘shadow’ bus runs a few
minutes behind the regular buses
during peak hours, which are
from 9:18 a m. to 2:44 p.m. It

Shop the friendly community of

Allendale
Serving GVSU students, faculty and staff with top quality goods
and services. For more informantion, contact the Allendale Area
Chamber of Commerce, aacc@allendalechamber org, or phone
616-895-6295 ext 22.

picks up any riders that cannot
fit onto the first bus.
Purkal said the expansion of
the Center for Health Sciences
has probably contributed to the
increase in ridership. Gas prices
may also be a factor.
Dean recommends that
students allow two buses worth
of time before their classes, in
case there is a delay or a bus is
over capacity. He said he had
full buses every day last week.
Lora Grussing, a sophomore
at GVSU, rides the campus
connector bus on a regular basis.
She said there has been a
definite increase over last year.

and the extra buses are needed.
Grussing rides the bus because it
saves gas money.
“I don't have to worry about
parking and in the winter it will
be good because I won't have to
drive in the snow,” Grussing said.
Purkal said in the past,
ridership tends to wane after the
first few weeks of class, but picks
up again in the winter. He expects
the same to happen this year and
an increase or reduction in buses
will be made as needed.
The on-campus shuttle (Bus
#36) has also been crowded at times,
but currently there are no plans to
add more buses to that route.
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Hangrn’ with the GRFD
■ One of our
managing editors
tagged along with
firefighters for a day
Katy Boss
Grand Valley Lanthorn

It’s 2:41 a.m. and —like most
nights on duty —firefighters
Dave Pyle, Lt. Dan Gazdecki
and Tim Kragt are forfeiting
sleep because someone on the
west side of Grand Rapids has
over-dosed on drugs.
Pyle, Gazdecki and Kragt
routinely respond to medical
calls in the middle of the night.
Many of these medical calls
carry the threat of exposure to
HIV, hepatitis C or tuberculosis.
But like thousands of other fire
fighters in the nation, they
accept risk and sacrifice as a part
of their jobs.
Only two minutes have
passed since the alarm woke
them at the fire station, yet Pyle
is already parking Engine 3 out
side the dilapidated house. The
guys don’t say much while they
grab their medical bags and
climb the porch steps. They
look groggy.
Inside, two women are in hys
terics to see the engine’s red lights
flashing through the windows and
the uniformed men trampling
through the living room. “Who
called 911?” one woman keeps
angrily demanding.
Gazdecki and Kragt lead the
way upstairs, to find a shirtless
man smoking a cigarette on his
bed. Gazdecki and Kragt ask
him how much he has had to
drink (a fifth) and if he is ready
to go to the hospital. At first he
is angry and refuses to get up.
Minutes later, two medics
arrive and impatiently tell the
man to get out of bed. “C’mon,
let’s go, there’s other people that
need our help tonight,” one
medic says. He is on a first-

name basis with the man, having
seen him over-dose several
times before.
“Get a shirt on dude,” the
medic instructs, “we’re going to
the hospital.”
Downstairs the women have
not stopped yelling, and now
another resident staggers up the
stairs. He tells the firefighters
that the drugs they’ve been
shooting are homemade. He
lifts up his right arm, which has
several raised, purple sores.
“I missed my veins up here,”
he says, grinning. Pyle shines
his flashlight on the man, who is
teetering precariously on the top
step. Later, Pyle says he didn’t
just pull the flashlight because
the lighting was dim.
“The reason I bring a flash
light into those places is two
fold,” he says. “One —if I need
to see and two—if I need to hit
somebody.”
The situation could have got
ten worse then, but didn’t. The
medics convinced the man to get
dressed and then helped him into
the ambulance.
The firefighters rode the
engine back to the station, yawn
ing. For Pyle, Gazdecki and
Kragt, the night has been tame
so far. There’s been only one
call, five hours into the night.
They know that being woken
up in the middle of the night
only to risk being assaulted on
call isn’t so bad in comparison to
all the other hazards of being a
firefighter. For many, the job is
fatal. In 2001,441 firefighters
were killed on duty, 341 at the
World Trade Center. In 2002,
102 died.
But by now all the risk,
physical strain and mental stress
of the job is familiar to the guys
on the A shift. They have plenty
of stories about finding dead
bodies on river rescue, seeing
friends in car wrecks, giving
CPR to infants and, of course,
fighting fires. Yet they couldn’t
imagine working any other job.
Never mind the fact that

being a firefighter is one of the
most dangerous professions in
America.
Pushing
papers
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. — that’s nuts, they say.
For one thing, a firefighter
will only go to work 10 days a
month. This may not sound like
much, but since each shift is 24hours long, it adds up to 240
hours after 30 days. That’s 1.5
times the hours of a normal fulltimer.
Working in 24-hour shifts
also means the firefighters have
to do everything at the fire sta
tion. It’s where they eat, sleep,
clean, cook, wash laundry and
work out.
At the Bridge Street fire
house, many of these chores are
assigned by playing poker.
It’s about 8 a.m. and after
finishing breakfast (fried pota
toes, scrambled eggs, toast, bis
cuits and gravy) they pull out a
deck of cards and explain the
rules. No wild, you can only
draw two. The cook—today it
was Kragt —automatically gets
one win and the last person with
out two wins does dishes.
Jamie Hillman loses for dish
es, earning himself a round of
taunting from Keith “Keeter”
Borrcson: “Jamie got beat by a
gi-irl.”
The maturity level at the sta
tion doesn’t really get much
higher than this. The firefighters
constantly mock each other,
mercilessly latching onto run
ning jokes: Capt. Craig Holtrop
eats too many donuts, the men’s
room smells like a sock, Randy
Hillman’s adept operation of the
recliner.
They also pull pranks,
involving sacks of flour and
each other’s bed bunks. The
worst are the dares. “There’ll be
like a card game and the loser
has to eat something,” says Pyle,
“like a jalapeno.”
“Or boogers,” says Randy
Hillman,
matter-of-factly.
Hillman laughs at his own joke
and opens the freezer, only to

Pleasing the crowd

discover his pop has exploded.
This becomes a point of hilarity
for at least the next half hour.
Later Pyle, Gazdecki and
Kragt make a run to the store.
If you've never seen fire
fighters picking over grocery
produce, it can look a little
strange: big, muscled guys in
GRFD shirts, squeezing toma
toes and peppers, checking the
price of chicken breast. Pyle
and Gazdecki amuse themselves
browsing the meat department.
“What about tripe for din
ner?” Gazdecki asks, pointing to
a pale package of the cow stom
ach lining. Pyle laughs and sug
gests the turkey necks.
“We actually got some
chicken feet once and fried ’em
up. No one really ate it though,”
Gazdecki says, sounding disap
pointed.
Humor and television seem
to be the best ways to kill time
during the large chunks of inac
tivity in a firefighter’s day.
Today, they pass a few hours
watching
“Platoon,”
then

Women’s Health Update:
Hormone Replacement Therapy.
Speaker: Ann L. Steiner, MD,
F.A.C.O.G., Associate Clinical
Professor
of
OB/GYN,
University of Pennsylvania

Building
and
Assessing
Competence
in
Complex
Community
Health
Care
Systems. Speaker: David C.
Leach, MD, Executive Director,
Accrediting Council of Graduate
Medical Education. Location:
DeVos, Loosemore Auditorium.

For any students thinking
about donating blood during one
of Pew Campus’s four drives
this year, there are a few perks
involved, like getting free food
and possibly saving a life.
Recruiters for the drives hope
this is enough to coax Grand
Valley State University students
into donating.
This year, the Pew Campus
drives are employing the help of
a coffee shop/ cafe.
It's
A
Grind
Coffee
House/Urban Mill Cafe, located
at 525 W. Fulton, has offered a
coupon for drinks to donors,
advertising “Give a pint, get a
pint.” The first 50 volunteers to
register will earn a coupon for a
free 16-ounce drink at the cate.
And whatever the marketing
promotion, if it lures more
donors it’s a positive thing, said
Emily Bovia of the Michigan
Community Blood Centers.
“Any way you can get more
people is wonderful," she said.
Bovia is optimistic and
hopeful with the decision to
double the number of drives
held at the downtown campus.
“We should be able to double the
number of donors," she said.
The first blood drive will be
held at Room 108 of Winter
Hall, on Sept. 15 from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Last year, 37 people signed
in as donors and 28 units of
blood were collected. This year.
Bovia expects about 40 donors
and about 30 units of blood. The
blood drives “tend to grow a lit
tle," she said.
Another group helping aid
the effort to increase volunteers
is the GVSU chapter of the
American
Marketing
Association. The AMA has

worked to recruit donors using
various methods.
“Signs are posted around the
downtown campuses on which
the registration number is post
ed* so many people simply call
and register themselves,” said
Chris Johnson, vice president of
programs for the AMA. “For the
two weeks prior, AMA also sets
up a registration table in build
ing C, with signs and informa
tion in hopes of attracting peo
ple’s attention as they walk to
class or are studying in that
area.”
Johnson said AMA began
aiding the Pew blood drives last
year after they were approached
by Steven Lipnicki. The AMA
agreed to hold a table in the stu
dent area of Pew two weeks in
advance of the drive, as they are
doing this year.
"Overall we felt the blood
drive offered a way for our
organization to contribute to the
surrounding community and
also to a great cause,” Johnson
said.
Johnson said more faculty
and students are becoming
aware of the blood drive and she
is optimistic about the event.
“We are hoping that next
week we can recruit quite a few
more people during our registra
tion times,” she said. “Last year
at both the fall and winter drives
we had close to 40 donors. We
are expecting to have at least
that many, if not more.”
“We hope that people who
donated last year will donate
again and that others who have
thought about (it) but never had
the chance will sign up," she
said.
The blood is collected by the
Michigan Community Blood
Centers, an independent and a
separate organization from the
Red Cross. MCBC is part of a
wider network of America’s
Blood Centers. The blood cen
ters collect almost half of the
blood used by the nation and
MCBC collects all the blood for
local Kent County hospitals.

Though NAT provides “the
highest level of accuracy” in
detecting diseases, Gould said it
isn’t perfect.
“It is still not possible to be
100 percent accurate in testing.”
NAT has only been licensed
by the FDA this year, but it has
numerous advantages over older
methods of testing blood.
Besides being more accurate,
NAT can detect diseases that are
still in the early stages of their
donors. Older methods were
unable to detect the early stages
of some diseases.
The danger of contracting a
disease only threatens the recip
ient of the blood, not the donor,
Gould said.
“You cannot get any active
disease at all from the act of giv
ing blood,” she said. “|The
equipment! comes all prepack
aged, it’s all sterile.”
The three reasons Gould said
she hears most often for not
donating blood is it is an incon
venience, people assume the
blood centers have all the blood
they need and that they have
never been asked.
The inconveniences
of
donating blood are outweighed
by the benefits such an action
can have for an accident victim
or surgery patient, Gould said.
She also denied the belief that
blood centers are sufficiently
equipped with blood.
“It’s not a safe assumption to
believe we have all the blood we
need. There is no national sur
plus of blood.
“The thing about blood com
ponents is they don’t last a long
time,” she said. “We need a con
stant flow.”
Gould also had something to
say to those who have never
been requested to donate blood.
“If you’ve never been asked
before, we’re asking you now.”

Voorhees said that the Student
Senate is planning to meet
downtown this year at least
once, and is encouraging other
Allendale-based student organi
zations to meet on Pew Campus
on occasion.
“We’re trying to get student
organizations (in Allendale) to
think ‘20 miles away,”’ she said.
“If every organization in
Allendale met just once on Pew
Campus during the year, that
would mean 150 meetings per
year on Pew Campus.”
The diminution of activities on
Pew Campus can be more felt in
ways more subtle, though, than

simply the cancellation of major
events. Some smaller groups
have also fallen by the wayside.
“There will be no weekly
‘Intermission’ chapel service
this year on Pew Campus like
there was last year,” said Chris
Pieters, from Campus Ministry
at GVSU, headquartered in the
Cook-DeWitt Center. “We’re not
planning (Intermission] in the
form that it was last year.”
Pieters said that there might be
“two small groups" which
would meet downtown, but oth
erwise, weekly chapel services
for students downtown would
not be happening this academic

year.
There are several student
organizations which arc head
quartered on Pew Campus,
among them the American
Marketing Association. Society
for the Advancement of
Management and the Finance
Club. Membership fees for some
organizations can range from
$25 per year to $35 per year,
however.
Work is underway to bring
more free activities and enter
tainment to Pew Campus.
“We’re trying to get the coffee
house going again," said Pew
Campus Coordinator Steve

Lipnicki. “The coffeehouse" had
featured a selection of entertain
ers. such as rock bands and folk
singers, performing in the
DeVos C enclosed court.
Lipnicki also said that he had
assigned two graduate students
from his office to assist with
bringing more entertainment
activities downtown.
In the meantime, though, there
is always the new Winter Hall,
with its fitness center, lounge
and meeting rooms.
Students from Secchia Hall
can use the facilities in Winter
Hall and will be given access
cards to gain entrance.

“We’re still working on access
codes for the whole |Winter
Hall| building," said SecchiaWinter Halls housing director
Natalie Wagner prior to Labor
Day. "Within a week, hopefully,
Secchia students should have
their access cards for Winter
Hall.”
For the time being, Secchia
students can call the front desk
at Winter Hall to be let in.
“There will be more activities
downtown eventually,” Lipnicki
said, “but they’ll probably be
centered in the residence halls,
rather than in Pew Campus
(facilities!.”

■ Pew Campus
hosting four blood
drives ewer year
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Brian Josefowicz

Mark Hummel performs for the crowd at Rosa Parks Circle during Celebration on the Grand.
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Abundance: Thinking boldly
about the redesign of health care
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concert this year were not suc
cessful.
Voorhees also strongly assert
ed that the Student Senate is
focusing on expanding activities
downtown for students.
“Our focus is on Pew Campus
this year,” she said. “For the first
time in seven years, there hasn’t
been one square foot of new
space built on the Allendale
campus. But there are just thou
sands of new square feet of
space opening up on Pew
Campus for possible events.”

self.
A few hours later at the fire
station, Gazdecki said they see a
lot of alcohol abuse on the med
ical runs.
“I’d say 75 percent of them
are usually alcohol related, one
way or another,” he said, leaning
on the front of Engine 3 and
watching the bar hoppers criss
crossing Bridge Street.
Once in a while if the fire
fighters start seeing someone
regularly, they'll try and offer
some advice. Usually it doesn’t
help much, Gazdecki said.
“Sometimes we do a little
preaching, like, ‘it’s the fifth
time we’ve seen you in three
weeks, why don’t you lay off the
sauce?’ But it’s not gonna
change them.”
As a firefighter, Gazdecki
said he tries to imagine the more
hopeless cases, like the home
less alcoholics, as someone’s
dad who has taken a turn for the
worse.
“It’s our job to do a good job
to them,” he said.

Recruiters: blood donations needed

Thomas Armantrout

FORUM

NASCAR, then a football game.
They can also do wood work or
metal work in two shops inside
the firehouse, make up for lost
sleep in the dorms or surf the
Internet —at least until the next
fire alarm goes off and the pace
of the afternoon flips from its
sleepy shuffle to an organized
frenzy.
The first call of the morning
is a medical at 11:30.
When Pyle, Gazdecki and
Kragt arrive they find a man
lying face down in a small pud
dle of blood on the sidewalk,
parts of his skull visible through
his hair. He fell after drinking
about 15 cans of beer for break
fast.
Pyle, Gazdecki and Kragt
roll the man onto a backboard,
and affix a brace around his
neck. During the wait for an
ambulance the man’s girlfriend
appears, to his agitation. She
tells the man he should reform
his drinking ways. When asked,
she admits to the firefighters she
has already had a few beers her

Berwick, MD MPP, President
and
CEO,
Institute
for
Healthcare
Improvement;
Clinical Professor of Pediatrics
and Health Care Policy, Harvard
Medical School. Location:
DeVos Center, Loosemore
Auditorium.

Wednesday, Oct. 22

School of Medicine, PENN
Health for Women, Certified
Menopause Practitioner, North
American Menopause Society.
Location:
DeVos
Center,
Loosemore Auditorium.

Wednesday, Nov. 19

Toni Gould, director of com
munications and marketing at
MCBC, said all the blood col
lected is screened using a new
technique' called i^clgi^ Acid
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Shakespeare lives again at GVSU
Festival celebrates 10 years

B-Side
LukfMarsy
Grand Valley Lan thorn

I turned my TV off. 1 packed
it in a box, sealed it with three
layers of duct tape, put it in my
closet and covered it with old text
books, which 1 know I’ll never
read again. I closed the door, and
1 stood there. 1 stared blankly at
the door. My mind was lost. What
had I just done and what was I to
do now?
I came to a realization about
. two hours earlier. I am the defini; don of the MTV generation. Why,
*.you ask?
^
Because 1 have a guilty pleas• ure (this feels like AA, or maybe
• the kind from “Half-Baked,” only
1 Bob Saget won't step in here): I've
• seen every episode of every “The
■ Real World ”
r \ Not just once either. Seven.
; Not one episode seven times, or
; seven seasons once. Every
• episode seven times, at least. So I
•turned off the television. I
'unplugged it and then I even cut
;the cable cord to prevent with
drawals from taking over.
1 vowed not to watch sports,
news reports or anything. Jimmy
could crack com and 1 wouldn't
care. I'm done.
•j The saddest part was that it's
^not just the “Real World." It's not
Jeven just MTV. I've seen every
^episode of “Seinfeld.” Every
i of “Friends.” Every singoddamn episode of the
Simpson's,” “Saved By The
; Bell,” “That 70's Show,” “Behind
•The Music,” “Behind The Music
Sucks,” “Driven,” “Big Cat
“The Family Guy,”
i Park,” “Insomniac,” yadda
^ yadda yadda.
Television is like heroin. Well,
Z without the needles and sketchy
• dealers. The cost is the same, I
; think, and there are definitely
• withdrawals. Television's equiva• lent of Methadone is movies. This
! being based more upon television
; as a device of cable, not the telei itself. The television is the
>nc is a heroin derivative;
' jmovies are television without the
► commercials.
3 So what did I do with my
* time instead? Well, I tried to
* download a bunch of music. Ha!
* Nice try bud. Good luck there. I
' started with a new song by the
; band Guster. 1 downloaded it
* about forty times. You want to
t know what I got?
*■* The same song, every time.
* jGood beat and all of that jazz, but
*3t wasn’t the song I wanted,
^instead it was some guy going,
* /'Meow" over and over and over
* again. Whatever.
ri So then I was turned on to
* Something by my roommate. Did
* ^you know you can download tele* ^vision episodes on the Internet?
* J Yeah, every single episode of
show I’d ever watched and
to get away from available at
I touch of a button. So, what
•did I do? I downloaded them all.
My point is this: No matter
you do, no matter where
; run, no matter where you
r, you’re never going to get
; away. We’re part of that genera' don bom and raised on cable.
I beg you, I plead with you to
turn it off. I’m trying, it’s just
really, really hard. But don’t let
my half-hearted effort thwart your
possibilities. You can do it. You
can do it. You can do it. Go out
and support local music instead.

Grand Valley Lanthom 1 Will Hurrah
The cast of Henry IV, Part One. has been preparing for the show for the

past several months. The show is the mainstage production for this year’s
Shakespeare Festival

Boarshead
Feast,
GVSU’s
Renaissance Festival, the travel
ing “Bard To Go’’ performances
and various other activities. The
festival is also a scholarship
opportunity and has already grant
ed scholarships to several students
pursuing their degrees and work
ing on the festival.
The festival is a tradition that
has a legacy of a decade —this
year the festival celebrates its
10th season. The festival’s mis
sion statement says that it is ded
icated to a professional-level
celebration of Shakespeare as
part of an educational activity
for the university. It enhances
the cultural climate of West
Michigan in a way that few other
places and events do. In the

Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthom

Shakespeare lives again at
Grand Valley State University dur
ing the early months of the schrx)l
year. The university’s Shakespeare
Festival, which takes place every
September and October, was
recently one of the 1(X) best places
to see Shakespeare.
This year’s mainstage per
formance is that of Henry IV.
Part One. It is a tale of a prede
cessor to Queen Elizabeth I. dur
ing whose reign Shakespeare
worked and lived.
There’s far more to GVSU’s
Shakespeare Festival than just the
mainstage performance. Included
in the festival are lectures, the

past, the festival has brought to
the stage productions of “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
“Romeo and Juliet,” “Macbeth”
and “The Merchant of Venice,”
among other selections of
Shakespeare’s work.
This year’s mainstage pro
duction, "Henry IV, Part One,” is
sure to be up to standard with
past years. Joining GVSU stu
dents on the stage will be guest
artists Bradley Mott and Bart
Philip Williams in the roles of
Falstaff and Prince Hal. The
show itself is laden with issues
such as corruption and politics,
caught in the midst of what is one
of Shakespeare’s less grim and
more comical historical plays.
Another major part of the
festival is the “Bard to Go” per
formances. This traveling show
will visit area schools between
Oct. 10 and Nov. 7, exploring
the issues of friendship and
betrayal. The actors are from
GVSU’s theater program and
will recreate scenes from
“Macbeth,” “Othello,” “The
Merchant of Venice,” “As You
Like It” and "A Winter’s Tale,”
among other shows. The oncampus performance will take
place on Oct. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Ralph Alan Cohen came to
GVSU this year to be the
Shakespeare
Scholar-inResidence. His lecture, “Staging
Shakespeare Using ‘Original
Practices’” takes place Sept. 29 at
4 p.m. at the Alumni House.
Cohen taught at James Madison
University in Virginia for 35
years and also owns and operates
the Blackfriars Playhouse in
Staunton, Virginia, which is an
authentic recreation for the the
ater style that was popular during

well-tuned bells playable from a
keyboard with expression,”
Vanden-Wyngaard said.

Luke Marsy
Grand Valley Lanthom

Expression van be interpret

' * EVdfry hbtir’i person dantreat7
bells striking on campus. It can
be downtown. Allendale or both.
After a while it seems that stu
dents and faculty alike become
oblivious to this constant
reminder of time.
Most regard the music ema
nating from the clock towers as
they would music from a cuckoo
clock. Some may think Grand
Valley State University’s own
version of Quasimodo is striking
the bells himself. Well, here’s a
little secret: those are not just
bells being struck; they’re actu
ally part of a world-class instru
ment.
In 1994 the First carillon, the
Cook-Carillon Tower, was con
structed on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus. 2000 marked the addi
tion of a second carillon, the
Beckering Family Carillon
Tower at the Pew campus in
Grand Rapids.
What is a carillon though?
Many people may believe
that two people, one named
Cook and one named Carillon,
came together and donated
money for the Cook-Carillon
Tower. That would be a wrong
assumption.
Juliannc Vanden Wyngaard,
the university carillonneur and
also a professor of piano and
music theory at GVSU, cleared
up the myth.
“A carillon is at least 23

ed to mean that the notes are
able to be played both loud and

soft.
A carillon is more than just a
set of bells and a keyboard. It is
also more than the steel, brick
and copper that give these behe
moth’s their foundation and ceil
ing. It is a work of art that cre
ates art, in the form of music,
she said.
Carillons originated in what
Vanden Wyngaard called "the
low country,” the area that
makes up the Netherlands.
Fitting that West Michigan is
one of the few areas that two
carillon towers can call home.
The carillon as an instrument
has been around for almost 4(X)
years.
“Some that I have played
date back to the I50()’s,” Vanden
Wyngaard said, who is a worldclass carillon player. She has
played in Europe as well as
across the country.
Each of the 48 bells in the
GVSU towers are made of
bronze because they do not real
ly change with age. This would
mean that once tuned, it would
not require another tuning for a
long time.
Vanden Wyngaard said that
most bells would not require
additional tuning in any one per
son’s lifetime.
The carillon keyboard.

r

I Hope You Know

also known as a clavier, closely
resembles that of a piano in its
design except that the keys are
bigger. The- wooden keys of a
carillon keyboard are about an
inch and a half square and
spaced one to three inches apart.
There are also foot pedals like a
piano, but each individual bell
on a carillon has its own foot
pedal.
While a piano player must be
fluid in the movement of their
fingers, carillonneurs have a
slightly different task.
Due to the size of the keys, a
carillonneur plays with a closed
Fist, using somewhat the same
flow of motion. This might seem
more difficult, but some think
not.
“I think the carillon is easi
er,” said GVSU freshman
Loretta Lanning, a classically
trained pianist who has played
the
carillon
since
last
September. "Maybe without
knowing how to play piano it
might seem difficult, but I’ve
played both and the carillon is
easier.”
The carillon also serves a
task as being visually original to
the campuses as well.
“Each tower was designed to
be a focal point,” said James
Moyer, director of facilities
planning at GVSU. “The Cook
tower identifies the center of
campus. The Beckering tower
serves for an identification point
PLEASE SEE CARILLON, B10
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I hope you know you treated
me wrong.
I feel so bad that me heart
can’t be as strong.
Our relationship was headed
toward disaster.
Only wished I didn’t fall so
much faster.
I only hope that you know
how I feel.
But what can I say. It takes
time to heal.
— Sophear Phin

will take place Oct. 30, Oct. 31,
and Nov. 1 at 7:30 p.m. and Nov.
2 at 2 p.m. at the Louis
Armstrong Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center.
The annual student competi
tion that takes place every year as
part of the festival will end on
Oct. 4 with its award ceremony at
the Renaissance Festival. All
GVSU students are encouraged
to participate in the competition,
which awards over $1,000 in
prizes every year in categories
including creative writing, criti
cal writing, visual arts, music,
dance and theater performances.
As one of the 100 best places
in the nation to see Shakespeare,
it’s no wonder that GVSU’s fes
tival is entering its 10th year and
is still going strong.
More information on the
Shakespeare Festival is avail
able at GVSU’s box office,
located at the Performing Arts
Center on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus. Information and tickets
are also available by phone at
(616) 331-2300. Information is
also available at the Shakespeare
Festival
Web
site
at
www.gvsu .edu/shakes

Carillon’s day in the sun

Lanthom
Poetry
I hope you know how much
you mean to me.
Why did you take me as just
another fish in the sea.
Lucky for you, you don’t
have a broken heart.
You didn’t even care if we
were apart.

Shakespeare’s time.
The Boarshead Feast, which
is another decade old tradition for
the festival, moves from the
Alumni House to the Top of the
B.O.B. in Grand Rapids this year.
The feast is set to take place on
Oct. 2 at 6 p.m. Period food,
musical entertainment and other
attractions highlight this event.
For the eighth year in a row,
the festival will include the uni
versity’s annual Renaissance
Festival. The family-friendly
event is entirely student run and
organized —the festival of its
kind in the nation. Included in
the festival will be all sorts of
entertainment and shopping,
brought to you by the hard
working students behind the
Renaissance Festival. The festi
val will take place Oct. 4 and
Oct. 5, from 10 a m. to 6 p.m. or
dusk, in the Cook Carillon plaza.
Director Trinity Bird brings
to the stage a series of short
plays by local playwrights as
part of the Shakespeare Festival.
The one-act productions written
by local playwrights are collec
tively called “The Marriage of
True Minds.” The productions

Music department
earning recognition
■ Due to the efforts
of alumni Steve
Marx, the program
is getting a boost
Staff Writer
Grand Valley Lanthom

The music program at Grand
Valley State University is
blooming. It is growing and
earning recognition through the
faculty, competitions and where
graduates are going on to con
tinue their educations. Former
GVSU student Steve Marx is
moving on to possibly the best
music graduate school in the
country and he said he would
not have got there without the
faculty and experiences he
gained here.
“I contribute almost all of
my success, everything that’s
happened to Grand Valley,” said
Marx, who graduated last May.
“I couldn’t have made a better
decision
[than to attend
GVSU].”
Marx is currently in his first
year of graduate school at the
Eastman School of Music locat
ed in Rochester, New York. The
school is part of the University
of Rochester. Marx said it is a
fantastic experience so far.
“It’s a lot different than
Grand Valley,” Marx said. “It’s a
different environment, because
it’s a school just for music.”
Marx’s accolades could have
been enough reason to be
accepted to the prestigious
school.
In his sophomore year, Marx
laced third in the International
rumpet Guild Orchestral
Competition. The following
year, he won.
He would have competed the
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A view from below of one side of carillon bells in the Cook Carillon Tower

following year, but once a trum
peter has won he or she cannot
compete again.
The GVSU alumnus also
won the Yamaha Young Artist
award during his junior year.
That same year Marx placed
second in the National Solo
Competition. Richard Stoelzel, a
music professor at GVSU who
specializes in trumpet studies,
said the competitors for this
event come from colleges
around the country. He also said
the winner that year was a stu
dent from Julliard, a school that
he considers the top undergradu
ate music school in the country.
Marx contributed these vic
tories and distinctions to the
music department at GVSU.
“I think the music depart
ment here is small, which is a
great thing,” Marx said. “There
is a great faculty-to-student
ratio. The faculty is very caring
and nurturing...they really go
toward the students' needs.”
He also said he received
some really good offers to go
other schools, such as Western
Michigan
University
and
Michigan State University, but
he had the right feeling about
GVSU.
“A lot of other schools want
to bring you in to boast their
name,” Marx said. “Grand
Valley had the opposite. They’re
more geared to what’s best for
you, the best situation for you.”
Marx said he is impressed
with the improvement he saw in
the music department while he
was here.
“The music department itself
is just exploding,” Marx said.
“The production is just incredi
ble. They’re expanding expo
nentially.”
Stoelzel said last year was a
fantastic year for the trumpet
PLEASE SEE ALUMNI, B10
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Hot spot music to student’s ears
■ Slant and Like
Minded to play at
GVSU during hiker
Late Night Sept. 19
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Music fans on campus will
have an opportunity to check out
some of Grand Valley State
University’s most noted powerpop and acoustic groove rock
offerings in recent years on
Sept. 19.
Local bands Slant and Like
Minded, along with The Lady
Upstairs
from
the
Chicago/Boston area, will be
performing in the Women’s
Center Lounge located in the
Kirkhof Center on GVSU’s
Allendale Campus.
The show, which is being
sponsored by the Delta Sigma
Phi fraternity, is scheduled to
begin at 10 p.m. and run until
1:30 a.m. It is put on as a part of
GVSU’s new Laker Late Night
program.
The Delta Sigma Phi are
hosting the show in the
evening’s “Hot Spot,” along
with other student organizations
that will be putting on other
activities.
“We are really excited to put
this show on and provide some

entertainment for the Grand
Valley community,” said Brian
Shelson, president of Delta
Sigma Phi.
Hot Spot is a chance for an
organization to put on a program
that will be the main event for
the evening, says Laker Late
Night
Entertainment
Coordinator Thomn Bell.
Bell said that the organiza
tion in the Hot Spot will earn
$50 and the right to promote
their organization for the
evening in exchange for plan
ning and putting on the program.
As for the bands, both Slant
and Like Minded are looking
forward to coming back and
playing to their home crowd.
“We are always excited to
come back to Grand Valley and
play,” said Slant’s drummer
Brenden Stark, whose band
formed on GVSU’s campus
around the start of 2001.
Like Minded vocalist Jenny
Skidmore said the band was
excited to see some new faces
on campus and to get to play for
them as well.
The members of Like
Minded met on GVSU’s campus
over the last couple of years
through their various affiliations
with Campus Ministry and its
music program, Skidmore said.
Stark said that Slant has been
busy in the studio lately and has
finished recording three new
songs for their upcoming, full-

\|\|est River
COLLISION

Auto & Truck
Collision Repair
5210 West River Drive NE, Comstock Park
*
*
*
*

We direct bill insurance companies
Show car quality work
A clean, well-organized facility
Free written estimates

10UV51) Discount
tc use towards insurance deductible
Offer Expires 11/11/2003
Phone:616-785-2600
Fax:785-2670
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-5pm

length release, “Backyard
Allstars,” the follow-up to
2002’s “The Right Amount of
Rock.”
The band is also scheduled
to perform at GVSU’s home
football game against Ferris
State on Sept. 13.
Like Minded has been
doing some recording as well,
and Skidmore said that the band
hopes to release its new fulllength album sometime in
October or November.
For more information on
Slant and Like Minded go to
www.slant.tk and www.likemindedmusic.com

Win Tickets!
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Be one of the first

people

TO COME TO THE LANTHORN ABOUT THIS AD
AND RECEIVE 2 COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS
TO SEE THIS MOVIE!
Must bi \t li asi 17 vi ars old ro \mn
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Volleyball to rock GVSU

lit

§ 1

■ Student
organizations will
put on volleyball
tournament for
GVSU students
Luke Marsy
Grand Valley Lanthorn
This
Sunday
Spotlight Productions, in
conjunction with#- #ie,-4
Delta Sigma Phi fraterni
ty
and
Intramural
Organization, are bring
ing the 2nd Annual
Rockin'
Volleyball
Tournament to GVSU.
The event will be a
four-on-four co-cd volleyball

tournament with prizes for the
winners. Jared Howlin, publicity
chair for Spotlight, said that sign
up will begin at 11 a.m. with the
competition starting as soon as
enough students have signed up

to compete. He also said that
students can either come with
full teams or sign up as individ
uals and be placed on teams.
There will be free food pro
vided and music will be provid
ed by Delta Sigma Phi fraterni
tyHowlin said there is no
reason why students
should not attend.
“It’s a ton of fun,”
Howlin said. “You
can’t really pass up
free food and music on
, to ,->aan Sundaysofternoon.
What else do you have
to do, study?”
The event will be
located at the Robinson
Field, which is located
between the Robinson
living center and Lower
Commons.
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The perfect house
HIDES THE PERFECT CRIME.
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Hey, Hey, HeyWhat’s Going On?

Cold Creek Manor

■ Arts and concerts in
the Grand Rapids area

FridayEdwin McCain, 7:30 p.m.
at the Intersection
Grand Rapids Symphony,
8 p.m. at DeVos Hall

SaturdayYellowcard, 5 p.m. at the
Intersection
Grand Rapids Symphony,
8 p.m. at DeVos Hall
Stock Car Racing, 7 p.m.
Berlin Raceway

SundayClutch, 7:30 p.m. at the
Intersection

The

Best

Scot

In

Town

CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE

Boy one Whopper
Get one Free!!
Good only at the NEW! Allendale location
4842 Lake Michigan Drive

Rivertown Crossings Mall 616-532-8731 A

•Early Bird Specials ‘Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts

For tickets and showtime; visit

cinemark.com
While there register
to receive
cm*7l FREE showtimes
via email!

opens Huunr
Dirty Pretty Things

Offer Expires 10/31/03
__

__

__

__
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__
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Stop in and get your 10% off Student Discount card!

T/Ta

Prod fc Opnfcd by

[MOWI-raiM now open

LATE Thurs, Fri, Sat

irL"."-""- "1 - 3- “

Once Upon A Time in Mexico
Matchstick Men
Cabin Fever
No Good Deed

(oil theatre lor showtimet or viiit rmemork.com
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What's on tap:
Thursday, September 11
• 12:05 p.m. — 9/11
Community Reflection at the
Carillon Tower
• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Chicago at Kirkhof
• 2 p.m. - GVSU Women’s
Tennis team vs Hillsdale
College
• 5 p.m. — GVSU Men’s
Soccer vs Ferris State
•9:15 p.m. — Candlelight
Vigil at the Carillon Tower
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Chicago at Kirkhof

Friday, September 12
• 8:15 a.m. to 9:15 p.m. —
George W. Bush and the 21st
Century Presidency
• 11 a.m. to midnight —
Mexican Independence Festival
at Calder Plaza
• Noon to 3 p.m. —
Lounatic Registration at the
Fieldhouse
• 3 p.m. — GVSU hosts
Women’s Tennis vs Wayne
State University
• 4:30 p.m. — Irish Music
Festival at Heritage Landing in
Muskegon
• 8 p.m. — Edwin McCain

Events Calendar

plays at the Intersection
• 9 p.m. — Laker Late
Night at Kirkhof
• 9 p.m. — Hip Hop Dance
Clinic at Kirkhof
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Chicago at Kirkhof
Saturday, September 13

• 10 a.m. - GVSU
Women’s Tennis hosts
University of Findlay
• 1 p.m. — Grand Valley
Bowling Tryouts
• 4 p.m. — Toga Tailgater:
Free Music and Food at the
Tennis Courts
• 7 p.m. - GVSU Football
vs Ferris State
• 9 p.m. — Laker Late
Night at Kirkhof
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Chicago at Kirkhof
Sunday, September 14
• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Bruce Almighty at Kirkhof
• 7 p.m. — Pseudo Improv
Auditions at Kirkhof Rm 051
• 7 p.m. — International
Student Shake at Kirkhof
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Bruce Almighty at Kirkhof

Lantoons

Monday, September 15
• 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. — Pew
Campus Blood Drive
• 11 a.m. — Cultural Health
Fair at DeVos Hall
• 1 p.m. — 2nd Annual
ROCK1N Volleyball
Tournament held by Spotlight
Productions at Robinson Field
• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Bruce Almighty at Kirkhof

lantbom (a gi 'su. edu

The Nexus of Lunacy

by Kristio Good

Tuesday, September 16
• 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. —
Allendale Campus Blood Drive
• 4 p.m. — Sexual Assault
Survivor Group at Kirkhof
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Bruce Almighty at Kirkhof

Wednesday, September 17
• 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. —
Allendale Campus Blood Drive
• 3 p.m. — Brief Seminar:
Living With Cultural
Differences at 204 STU
• 5 p.m. — Women’s
Welcome Reception at the
Women’s Center
• 6 p.m. — Theta Chi
Cookout at Robinson Field
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Bruce Almighty at Kirkhof

w m ran
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Moments in time
The History Channel
• On Sept. 15, 1916, during
.the Battle of the Somme, the
British launch a major offensive
against the Germans, employing
tanks for the first time in history.
Some of the 40 or so primitive
tanks advanced more than a mile
beyond enemy lines but were
too slow to hold their positions.
• On Sept. 16, 1620, the
; Mayflower sails from Plymouth,
• England, bound for the New
! World with 102 passengers. The
; ship was originally headed for
; Virginia, where the colonists —
half religious dissenters and half
! entrepreneurs — had been
! authorized to settle by the
; British crown.
I
!
• On Sept. 17, 1978, at the
—<>{*}; nn

,,

i |mu t()

White House in Washington,
D.C., Egyptian President Anwar
al-Sadat and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin sign
the Camp David Accords, lay
ing the groundwork for a per
manent peace agreement
between Egypt and Israel after
three decades of hostilities.
• On Sept. 18, 1970, gui
tarist Jimi Hendrix dies at the
age of 28 following a drug
overdose in London. Hendrix
played his last concert in
August 1970, at the Isle of
Wight Festival in Britain.
• On Sept. 19, 1960, “The
Twist,” by Chubby Checker, hits
the top of the charts. The song
was one of the most successful
singles in history and was the
only song to top the chart twice

— it was No. 1 again in 1962.
• On Sept. 20, 1946, the
inaugural Cannes Film Festival
opens at the resort city of
Cannes on the French Riviera.
The festival had intended to
make its debut in September
1939, but the outbreak of World
War II forced its cancellation.
• On Sept. 21, 1989, the
Senate Armed Forces
Committee unanimously con
firms President George H.
Bush’s nomination of Army
General Colin Powell as chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Powell was the first AfricanAmerican to achieve the United
States’ highest military post.
(c) 2003 King Features
Synd., Inc.
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On Top: Pop,
Top 10 Pop Singles
;
1. Beyonce feat. Jay-Z No. 1
< “Crazy in Love” (Music World)
!
2. Chingy No. 2 “Right
; Thurr”
(Disturbing
Tha
: Peace/Priority)
!
3. Nelly, P. Diddy & Murphy
jjLee
No. 4 “Shake Ya
* Tailfeather” (Bad Boy)
l
4. 50 Cent No. 3 “PIMP”
{ (Shady/Aftermath)
J
5. Fabolous feat. Tamia or
(.Ashanti No. 6 “Into You”
,(Desert Storm/Elektra)
6. Lil Jon & The East Side
> Boyz feat. Ying Yang Twins No.
* 8 “Get Low” (BME)
7. Pharrell feat. Jay-Z No. 7
“Frontin’” (Star Trak)
8. matchbox twenty No. 9
“Unwell” (Atlantic)
9. Black Eyed Peas No. 11
“Where Is the Love?” (A&M)
10. Lumidee No. 5 “Never
•Leave You — Uh Ooh, Uh
Oooh!” (Universal)
Top 10 Albums
1. Alan Jackson new entry
l “Greatest Hits Volume II and
•Some Other Stuff’ (Arista
* Nashville)
l
2. Dashboard Confessional

country and album

new entry “A Mark, A Mission,
A Brand, A Scar” (Vagrant)
3. Soundtrack No. 1 “Bad
Boys II” (Bad Boy)
4. Evanescence No. 3
“Fallen” (Wind-Up)
5.
Beyonce
No.
4
“Dangerously
in
Love”
(Columbia)
6. Various Artists new entry
“State Property Presents: The
Chain Gang Vol. II” (Criminal
Background/Roc-A-Fella)
7. Chingy No. 5 “Jackpot”
(Disturbing Tha Peace)
8. Various artists No. 2
“Now
13”
(Uni versal/EM I/Zomba/Sony)
9. Norah Jones No. 7 “Come
Away With Me” (Blue Note)
10. Soundtrack No. 17 “The
Lizzie McGuire Movie” (Walt
Disney)
Top 10 Hot Country Singles
1. Alan Jackson and Jimmy
Buffett No. 1 “It’s Five O’Clock
Somewhere” (Arista Nashville)
2. Kenny Chesney No. 2 "No
Shoes, No Shirt, No Problems”
(BNA)
3. Brad Paisley No. 3
“Celebrity” (Arista Nashville)

4. Dierks Bentley No. 6
“What Was I Thinkin’” (Capitol)
5. Shania Twain No. 5
“Forever and For Always”
(Mercury)
6. Brooks & Dunn No. 4
“Red Dirt Road” (Arista
Nashville)
7. Tim McGraw No. 7 "Real
Good Man” (Curb)
8. Buddy Jewell No. 12
“Help Pour Out the Rain
(Lacey’s Song)” (Columbia)
9. Trace Adkins No. 10
“Then They Do” (Capitol)
10. Lonestar No. 9 “My
Front Porch Looking In” (BNA)
(c) 2003 King Features
S\nd., Inc.

On the tip ofyour tongue: Trivia test
Fifi Rodriquez
1. LITERATURE: Who
“The
wrote
the
novel
Godfather”?
2. GEOGRAPHY: Kyushu is
one of the major islands of
which nation?
3. ARCHITECTURE: Of
these three famous structures,
which is the tallest — the Eiffel
Tower, the Great Pyramid or
Notre Dame cathedral?
4.
GOVERNMENT:
According to the first Census of
1790, what was the approximate
population of the newly formed

United States?
5. ANIMAL KINGDOM: At
what age does a filly become a
mare?
6. MOVIES: When was the
movie “Tora! Tora! Tora!”
released?
7. POLITICS: In what state
was the Republican Party found
ed in 1828?
8. MUSIC: Which musical
instrument is Ringo Starr best
known for playing?
9. BIBLE: Whom did
Delilah betray?
10.
HISTORY:
Anne
Hathaway was the wife of which
famous Englishman?

King Crossword

Answers
1. Mario Puzo
2. Japan
3. The Eiffel Tower at 984
feet high (Notre Dame is 512,
and the Great Pyramid is 481)
4. 3.9 million
5. Five years
6. 1970
7. Wisconsin
8. Drums
9. Samson
10. William Shakespeare

Religions in AMei?ica
CHRIsnaNTTV

JUC0ISM

(SUM

(c} 2(X)3 King Features
Synd., Inc.
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MARKETPLACE

Grand Valley lanthorn
Thursday, September 11, 2003

Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff

an ad: $2.W «lra. Deadline i» 10
a m. Monday lor that weeks issue.

Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 15 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your classi
fied, add 10 cents per word. To box

FOR SALE
Queen size waterbed with woodhead board. $150. 810-814-3721
(tf)

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue, (tf).

EMPLOYMENT

Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number
is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday.

Roommate Wanted
Campus
View
Apartments
$250/month. Call 248-879-1785
(9/18)

(10/2)

Six months FREE lot rent! Allendale
Meadows, for sale by owner 1998
Redmon 16x80. Three bed, 2 bath,
large deck and shed with electric. All
appliances stay. Completely remod
eled. Must sell! $24,000. 616-8132366 or 616-366-2639 (9/18)
Jenison Townhouse, 2 bedroom,
1.5 baths, washer/dryer, central air,
dishwasher, quiet. 667-1210, 4540754, 457-3158 (10/2)
Apartment
for
Rent.
Single
Occupancy. Close to downtown
campus. $400/month plus utilities.
Call Stephanie at 616-735-0018
(9/4)

r/

v

ANNOUNCEMENTS
•a*"*
mmm

if

Up to $300/hr, mate mttfflls vtanted1
for amateur photo/video work. Must
be in shape and eager to show off.
No exp nec. E-mail photos to models@themalebox.com (9/18)
Wanted “mark” reps to sell Avon’s
new product line for 16-24 year olds.
Only $10 to get started. Call 1-877232-8566
or
e-mail
anniewiley@chartermi.net (9/18)

HOUSING

Automotive

SkyDivell
Training students for over 35
years. One hour south of Grand
Rapids,Great Lakes SkyDivers,
inc. 1-800-351-6617
www.greatlakesskydivers.com
(9/25)

House for Sale
Heritage Hill. Brick and stucco, circa
1920. Features include spacious liv
ing room with fireplace, sunroom,
formal dining room with quarter
sawn oak paneled walls, master
bedroom with sitting room, 3 addi
tional bedrooms, 2.5 baths. Top
condition! 216 Prospect Avenue NE
$309,000 Liz Klinzing, AJS Realty
616-559-7255. (10/2)

Bartender Trainees Needed $250 a day potential. Local
positions.
1-800-293-3985 ex.119 (9/11)

BEST COLLEGE JOB EVER!
Part time hours, full time pay. Earn
$600-$900 per week. Working
evenings and weekends. No experi
ence necessary, only a positive atti
tude and a willingness to learn. Must
have car. For interview call between
10:00am-1:00pm. 1-800-777-8902

Advertising
Classifications:

FURNISHED HOUSE
2 blocks from Lake Michigan Drive.
3 bedrooms, large compartmented
bath, living room with fireplace,
attached garage. Call Dave 616776-0936 (9/11)

Apartment for Rent
Heritage Hill two bedroom apart
ment with full bath located at 24
Lafayette SE. Excellent condition,
neutral colors. Off street parking.
Coin-op laundry. Close to downtown
and colleges. Rent $700/month.
Heat, water, trash removal included
in rent. Call 616-485-6616 or email:
mklinzing@gr-press.com (10/2)

Student Work
$11.25
base-appointment
Make your own schedule.
Advancement
opportunity.
Scholarships
available.
Conditions exist. Must be 18+.
616-245-3882 (9/18)

The Grand VMey Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Phone, Fax and Howe '

The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100
Commons or e-mail business@lanthorn.com.(tf)

Ml Republicans seeking energetic
college students for fall and winter
internships. Duties would include
event assistance, data entry, list
management, research, etc. Mail
resumes to 2121 E. Grand River
Ave. Lansing Ml 48912 Attn:
Internship Coordinator (9/11)
Do you want to get rid of an
unused calculator?
Student looking for a newer Ti
86. To sell call 616-331-2483
(9/18)

Spring
Break
‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP
Status as a Campus Rep!
Choose from 15 of the hottest
destinations. Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price
Guarantee! To reserve online
or view our Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or Call 1888-SPRINGBREAK! (11/13)

GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT!!!
Get together with friends and
indulge in your favorite beauty
secrets, like facials, makeovers,
and skin-smoothing treatments.
To plan your own beauty bash
and try Mary Kay products for
FREE, call or visit me online
today! Rachel Cullen, Senior
Mary Kay Beauty Consultant
www.marykay.com/rachelcullen, (586) 489-6724
(9/25)

NOTICES
Single Copies
of the Grand Valley Lanthorn are
free of charge. Additional copies are
available at 25 cents each. 100
Commons, GVSU, Allendale, Ml
49401. (tf)

s

Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150-word limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.

Baio
Bakula
Brosius
Burrell

Carpenter
Davis
Erickson
Glenn

Hamilton
Niedermayer
Robinson
Rolen

©2003 King Features. Inc.
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WANTED
Poetry
Poems up to 20 lines can be pub
lished in the A&E section of the
Lanthom weekly. Submit pieces to
Luke Marsy at arts@lanthorn.com.

Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short stories, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)
Cartoonists
The Lanthorn is currently looking for
artists to draw editorial cartoons and
comic strips to be printed weekly.
Please apply at 100 Commons.
Submissions
The Lanthorn's annual literary issue
will be published Jan. 1, 2004.
Submissions of fiction, poetry and
artwork can be dropped off at 100
Commons. Deadline is Dec. 1.

$ 11.25 base-appt.
Customer sales & service
Great for resume
Scholarships available
Flexible hours

Got
News?

*616.245.3882
ask for Jessie or visit
www.workforstudents.com

*

*

*

* *

Shop the friendly community of

Allendale

#/ Spring JireaA

Serving GVSU students, faculty and staff with top quality goods
and services. For more informantion, contact the Allendale Area
Chamber of Commerce, aacc@allendalechamber.org, or phone
616-895-6295 ext. 22.

in Acapulco is now offering
3 destinations! Go Loco in
Acapulco, Party in Vallarta,
or get Crazy in Cabo- all
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS.
Book by Oct. 31-get
FREE MEALS!
Organize a group and travel
for FREE.

►

Sompang

Call for details.

800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com

1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com

King Crossword
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The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday:
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand Valley
Lanthorn, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone’s
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthorn “Personals’’ are only 15
cents per word, $3 minimum, paid in
advance at the Lanthorn, 100
Commons. Deadline is noon
Monday for that week's issue, (tf)

*■ v-
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Advertising Deadlines

Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

R J G D T A X V S Q N K I F D

Q

Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

www.lanthorn.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!
Campus Reps Wanted! Best prices.
Free parties & meals! 1-800-2347007 endlesssummertours.com (1/1)

MAGIC MAZE % SCOTTS

A X V E T

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

standard of Acceptance

Terra
Weiland
Williams

ACROSS
1 Two-timer
4 Pretense
7 Skein compo
nents
12 Flamenco cheer
13 Street
address?
14 TV oldie, “The
Mothers—"
15 Container
16 Poltroonery
18 Sapporo sash
19 Live
20 Branch
22 90-degree
angle
23 Commit a
faux pas
27 Get to the bot
tom of things?
29 City, county,
or river in
Washing-ton
31 Linguine top
ping
34 Foolish
35 Man’s shoe
style
37 Cyndi Lauper’s
“She -■
38 Author Uris
39 Discoverer’s
cry
41 Dimension
45 Seal
47 Round Table
address
48 This just in"
announcements
52 Hot tub
53 The little
mermaid

54
55
56
57
58

Try the Tokay
Peak periods
Regarding
Hosiery shade
Cyclops’ fea
ture

7 Daughter
8 Conclusion
9 Inventor
Whitney
10 Pouch
11 Lamb dam
17 Role for
DOWN
Calista
1 Computer lan 21 Strips in the
kitchen?
guage
23 Leaves out
2 Defendant’s
24 Back talk
story
3 Durable mate 25 Little demon
26 Remun-erarial
tion
4 Free verse
28 Aachen article
rhyme
30 Big bother
scheme?
31
Scale member
5 Boasted
32
Give the pink
6 Locker-room
slip to
need

33 Roswell craft
36 Nincompoop
37 Sarajevo’s
place
40 Raise
42 Debate sub
ject
43 Full of
vim
44 Wipe out
45 Highlander
46 Sports lovers’
net
48 Remark from
11-Down
49 Ode
inspiration
50 Whopper
51 Writer
Deighton

G 2003 King Features Synd.. Inc.
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‘The Order’ poorly executed
Brent Mata
Grand Valley La n thorn

Though titled “The Order,” the film has
very little of it. Watching this movie is like
walking late into the theater and trying
frantically to pick up on the story by piec
ing together what’s on the screen as you sit
down.
Religious thrillers rarely succeed. Most
try to live up to "The Exorcist,” probably
the finest example, but few do.
"The Devil’s Advocate” was a great
religious thriller, “The Order” is the latest
to try, but it didn’t succeed.
I'll be kind by putting together a sum
mary, but believe me it takes way too much
effort to figure this movie out.
Heath Ledger ("A Knight’s Tale”) plays

ALUMNI
continued from page B6
players at GVSU. The GVSU
trumpet ensemble, led by Marx,
competed for the first time in the
national competition at George
Mason University in Virginia
and placed fourth in the nation.
Also, Matt Laird, a senior music
major at GVSU, received sec
ond place in the ITGOC for the

second consecutive year.
"GVSU’s trumpet studio has
probably been the most celebrat
ed in the country." Stoelzel said.
"We’ve
won
the
most
awards...more than Julliard. It’s
been amazing.”
Marx specifically credited
Stoelzel for the success here and
with himself.
"I owe a lot to him. He’s
been almost like a father figure

YOU COULD BE AN ARTIST

for the years I was here while he
taught."
As for Stoelzel’s thoughts on
Marx, he said, “He’s a wonder
ful young man. He’s really quite
articulate.”
After graduate school, Marx
said he would like to find a home
base to teach and also play pro
fessionally on the side. He said
he would also consider stepping
into a doctoral program.

Requirements:
Submit samples of your
best work ASAP to
Marisa Kwiatkowski or
Ann Pearson. The
Lanthorn is located in
100 Lower Commons.
Drawings should be
done in black and
white ink. Writing must
be LEGIBLE.

M. Murray

CV President

CAN YOU DRAW ME?

Artists are asked to
include one caricature
of any Grand Valley fig
ure (i.e. Louie the Laker,
various administrators,
etc.).

arcane priest Alex Bernier, one of two
remaining in the order of Carolingians.
Their job is to banish demons, ghosts
and all forms of the undead. When the
priest’s mentor dies, Alex and fellow
Carolingians priest Thomas Garrett (Mark
Addy, "The Flintstones: Viva Rock Vegas”)
travel to Rome to investigate the events
surrounding the priest’s death. The two are
joined by Alex’s play-off-past love interest
Mara Sinclair (Shannyn Sossamonn, “The
Rules of Attraction.”)
After consulting the Dark Pope, a weak,
unattended plot device —banishing demons
in the form of children—arguing with
Cardinals, seeking the knowledge of arcane
librarians and smothering the already con
fusing storyline with ecclesiastical parables
and quotes, the priests discover a creature

CARILLON
continued from page B6
for the Pew campus within the
city of Grand Rapids.”
Vanden Wyngaard said that
former GVSU president Arend
D. Lubbers was influential in the
construction of the first tower
because he felt it would con
tribute to the ambiance of a col
lege campus.
The towers themselves are
works of art. Each has received
architectural awards: Cook in
1996 for its exterior sheet metal
finishes; Beckering in 2001 for
its brickwork, sheet metal and
overall design. The visual art
should not overshadow the aural
art of the carillon though.
Since 1996 GVSU has host
ed the summer concert series.
Vanden Wyngaard organized the
event, seizing an opportunity to
bring world-renowned carillon-

known as the Sin Eater. From there the
movie takes on a more regular pace. Alex
seeks the Sin Eater to find what part he
played in the death of their mentor and
spends time debating his love for Mara and
the responsibilities of the priest-hood.
"The Order” is barely cohesive, having
most of its characters play off stories from
their past, but not taking time to visit them.
The idea is interesting, but poorly executed.
Academy Award winner Brian Helgeland
(“L.A. Confidential”) reunites with Heath
Ledger and Shannyn Sossamon, both who
worked with him on “A Knights Tale.”
However, the connection between
Ledger and Sossamon doesn’t fly as well as
it did in the corny, medieval rock n’ roll
film.

Grade: D

neurs to West Michigan.
"The concerts take a theme,”
she said. "The program should
include original compositions,
some foreign arrangements, as well
as some familiar songs that most
people would know. (The carillonneurs] play a lot of folk songs and
hymns. Guitar music also works
really good on a carillon.”
The
addition
of
the
Beckering tower meant that
GVSU could hold two concerts
a week. Wednesday concerts
would be downtown, while
artists would visit Allendale on
Sundays.
"I was really pleased (with
the summer series this past
yearj,” Vanden Wyngaard said.
“Attendance goes up every year.
On Sunday, people bring lawn
chairs and lunches. The commu
nity really enjoys it.”
It doesn’t take international
recognition to play on the caril

lons here. Vanden Wyngaard
offers carillon lessons to stu
dents. Students practice in the
Performing Arts Center on a
small replica of the carillon,
eventually working up to play on
the full-scale version. It is a twocredit class with a lesson every
week. There is a midterm and
final, but both are playing exams.
Lanning said that for piano
players, and even those who do
not play piano, it would be an
easy and interesting thing to
learn.
On
Sept.
16
Vanden
Wyngaard will be the featured
artist for GVSU’s Arts at Noon
Series. She will be playing at the
Cook-Carillon tower. Vanden
Wyngaard as well as her students
regularly play at both towers.
"I really enjoy playing,” she
said. “If I’m available, I play.
It’s a labor of love. It is fun to be
at the heart of university life.”

Lanthorn Literary Edition
Submit your creative works - any genre of writing or artwork
Deadline is December 1
Send your submissions to 100 Commons or lantbom@gvsu.edu
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Great Food,
Great Drinks
and some of the
World's Top Flair Bartenders...

Start your week off right!
-Monday Might Football
Two 8 Ft. big screen TV's
Drink and food specials all night long!

-King and Queen of the Quarter
Win a chance for you and a friend to be
pampered for a quarter, free wings, cold beer
* and cozy recliners with our own server to cater to
your every need. . .
It’s good to be the King! (or Queen!)

-Half time football toss for
great prizesl
-$.30 wings
-$3 Margaritas
-In The Biz Mightl
Bring your In The Biz card and receive 20%
off your tab!

-Free Play Nightl
Play all the games you want in our Million Dollar
Arcade for only $7.00! Show your VIP Card, In
The Biz Card or College I.D. and get $2.00 off.
Your Free Play wrist band also gets you discounts
all night long!

Tickets available at Breslin Center Box Office and
at Ticketmaster.
Charge by Phone: 1 -800-968-BRES or 517-484-5656
For accessible accommodations call 517-432-5000

ticketmaster
-$A BAMS
32oz. Drafts all night long!

-$5 Bar menu Apm-close

C'mon...you'll have all weekend to study!
River Town Crossings Mall - Grandville, Michigan
Phone (616)261-2900
I

